
COMBINATORIAL HOMOTOPY. II 

J. H. C. WHITEHEAD 

1. Introduction. This paper is concerned with problems of realiz
ability, which were discussed in (I) (i.e. [ l]) .1 In studying the realiz
ability of chain mappings we use the system of relative homotopy 
groups, pnn — Trn(K

n
1 Kn~l), of a (connected) complex, K, where n^l 

and pi = 7Ti= (K1). The chain groups are defined as the relative homol
ogy groups, Cn, = Hn(K

n, Kn~1)1 where K is a universal covering 
complex of K. The groups pn appear to be more useful than Cn in 
problems concerning geometrical realizability. On the other hand the 
chain groups are convenient in studying concrete problems. Moreover 
they provide a means of applying Theorem 3 in (I). A large part of 
the paper deals with the relations between the two systems of groups. 

The system of relative homotopy groups, {pn}, is a "group system," 
as defined in [8]. It is a special kind of group system because each 
group is "free" in one of three different senses. More precisely, pi is 
a free group, pn is a free iri{K)-module if n>2 and pi is what we call 
a free crossed module. These conditions of freedom are important in 
realizability problems. We tentatively describe {pn} as a homotopy 
system. I t is essentially the same as what was called a "natural sys
tem" on p. 1216 of [3], redefined in terms of relative homotopy 
groups and free crossed modules. 

2. Crossed modules. It will be convenient to have a name for 
groups with the algebraic properties of relative homotopy groups, 
and to have proved some lemmas concerning them. We shall call 
such a group a crossed module, or, more explicitly, a crossed y-module 
or a crossed (7, d)-module.2 By this we mean an additive, but not neces
sarily commutative, group, p, which is related as follows to a multi
plicative group 7 : 

(2.1) (a) p admits y as a group of operators* 

An address delivered before the Princeton Meeting of the Society on November 
2, 1946, by invitation of the Committee to Select Hour Speakers for Eastern Sectional 
Meetings; received by the editors September 22, 1948. 

1 Numbers in brackets refer to the references cited at the end of the paper. 
2 Anne Cobbe has pointed out to me that a crossed (7, d) -module determines a 

Q-kernel, with Q — y/dp (see [lO]), and that any Q-kernel has a representation as a 
crossed module. I learn from Saunders MacLane that crossed modules, under a dif
ferent name, are defined in a forthcoming sequel to [lO]. 

3 I.e. to each xÇ£y corresponds an automorphism, x:p-+p, such that x'(xa) 
~(x'x)a and xa=a if x = l (x, x'CZy, Ö G P ) . We allow trivial operators (i.e. elements 
xÇ^y such that xa—a for every a£;p) other than 1€;Y-
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(b) There is a homomorphism, d:p-~>y, such that d(xa) — x(da)x~~1 

(aEp, * G 7 ) . 
(c) a-\-b~-a=(da)b for every pair, a, &Cp. 
Notice that any group, p, is a crossed (7, d)-module, with a suitable 

choice of 7 and d. For example we may take 7 to be the group of 
inner automorphisms of p, and d to be defined by (2.1c). Notice also 
that any Abelian group, p, which admits 7 as a group of operators is 
a crossed (7, d)-module with dp = l. 

Let C be the group p made Abelian and let h be the natural homo-
morphism h:p—>C. Then A-1(0) is generated by the commutators, 
a+b — a — b, or, using (2.1c), (da)b — b. Therefore C may also be re
garded as p with the operators in dp "neutralized." It follows from 
(2.1b) that dp is an invariant sub-group of 7. Let y=y/dp and let 
£ £ 7 be the co-set containing a given element # £ 7 . Given te£C, 
we define x(ha) =h(xa). The transformation x:C—>C, thus defined, is 
single-valued since the commutator sub-group of p is transformed 
into itself by x (and indeed by any automorphism). It is obvious that 
x: C-+C is an endomorphism; also that lha = ha and x{xfha) = (xx')ha. 
Therefore C is a 7-module, i.e. an Abelian group which admits 7 as 
a group of operators. Moreover h is an operator homomorphism, in 
the sense that h(xa) = xha. 

It follows from (2.1c) that (da)b = b if b is in the center of p. That 
is to say the elements in dp operate trivially on the centre of p, 
which may therefore be regarded as a 7-module. It also follows from 
(2.1c), with da = l, that d~l(l) is in the centre of p. Moreover it fol
lows from (2.1b) that d(xa) = 1 if da = 1, whence d~l(l) is transformed 
into itself by the operators in 7. Therefore ^_1(1) may also be re
garded as a 7-module. 

Since d~l(l) is in the centre of p the group p is a central extension of 
d~~l(l) by dp. If it is also a trivial extension, i.e. if d has a right in
verse, 8:dp—»p (d0 = l ) , it follows that p is the direct sum p = ^ - 1 ( l ) 
+6dp. Since h makes p Abelian and since d~l{\) is already Abelian it 
follows that h\d~l{\) is then an isomorphism (into). Therefore we 
have: 

LEMMA 1. If p is a trivial extension of d~l(l) by dp, then da~l and 
ha = 0 together imply a = 0. 

In particular h\d~~l(l) is an isomorphism (into) if dp is a free group, 
since any extension by a free group is trivial. Therefore h\d~l{\) is 
an isomorphism (into) if 7 is a free group. 

Let p ' be a crossed (7 ' , d')-module a nd let g'*y—>y' be a given homo
morphism. By an operator homomorphism, fip—^pf

} associated with g 
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we mean a homomorphism such that 

(a) d'f = gd, 
(2.2) W J & > 

(b) f(xb) = (gx)fb (xGy,be P). 
We shall describe ƒ as an operator isomorphism41 if, and only if, it and 
g are both isomorphisms. Notice that this definition applies to 
ordinary modules, with tfp = l, d'p' = l> in which case (2.2b) is the 
operative condition. Notice also that, if there is no x'G^y' such that 
x'fb—fb for every &£p, then it follows from (2.2b) that the same 
operator homomorphism, p—>p', cannot be associated with each of 
two different homomorphisms 7—>7'. This is the case, for example, if 
p ' is a free 7'-module and fp contains a basis element of p ' . 

We now define what we call a free crossed y-module} Let \aî\ be 
any indexed6 aggregate, let 7 be a given group and let an arbitrary 
element x*£7 be associated with each oti. We define an additive 
group, p, by means of "symbolic" generators and relations. The gen
erators shall be all triples ( + , x, a*-), where x £ 7 , together with their 
"negatives" ( —, x, «»•)> We write ( + , x, ai) as (x, oti) and ( —, x, ai) 
as — (x, ai). The relations shall be 

(2.3) (x, ai) + (y, ai) — (x, at) = (xXiX^y, a/), 

for ail pairs x, yCy and ail values of iy j , together with the "trivial" 
relations, (x, ai) — (x, ai) = 0 and — (x, ai) + (x, ai) = 0 . 

Since 

(zx, ai) + (zy, aQ) — (zxf ai) = (zxXiX~xz~lzy, a,) 

= (zxXiX~ly, ai) 

the transformation (x, ai)—*(zx, ai), of generators, determines an 
endomorphism, z:p—>p ( z £ 7 ) . Obviously za = a if 2 = 1, z'{za) == (z'z)a} 

where a £ p . Therefore p admits 7 as a group of operators. Similarly 
a homomorphism dip—>7, which satisfies (see [2, p. 421]) (2.1b), is 
defined by (x, ai) ^XX iX \ Then (2.1c) follows (see [2, p. 421]) from 
(2.3) and the trivial relations. Therefore p is a crossed (7, d)-module. 

Let diÇzp be the element which corresponds to the generator (1, 
ai). We shall call the set of elements {at-} a basis for p. Any element in 

4An isomorphism, without qualification, will always mean an isomorphism onto. 
5 This is a group of the sort defined on p. 421 of [2]. A correspondence with 

Saunders MacLane has helped to clarify the presentation. 
6 The set of values taken by i may have any cardinal number. The elements 

en are not elements of the group, p, which is to be defined. An element of p is an equiva
lence class of "words," written as sums, of the "symbolic" generators. a<3̂ «,- if i^j. 
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p is of the form 

(2.4) €iXiaiL+ • • • + €nxnain} 

where €; = ± 1 , #»£7, and repetitions are allowed. 
We shall describe a crossed module, p ' , as free if, and only if, it is 

operator isomorphic to a crossed module, p, of the sort just defined. 
This being so, a set of elements will be called a basis for p ' if, and 
only if, it is the image of {ai} in an operator isomorphism p—>p'. 
In general there will be many operator isomorphisms, p-+p'f and 
hence many bases for p ' . 

We now prove a lemma, which is fundamental in realizability 
problems. Let p be a free crossed (7, d)-module and p ' an arbitrary 
crossed (7' , d')"m°clule. Let #17—»7' be an arbitrary homomorphism 
and let {ai} be a basis for p. With each basis element ai we associate 
an element bl £ p ' , which satisfies the condition d'bl = gdai> but is 
otherwise arbitrary. 

LEMMA 2. There is a unique operator hornornorphisrn, f:p—>p', asso
ciated with g, such that f ai = bl for each value of i. 

We assume, as we obviously may, that p is defined, as above, in 
terms of symbolic generators (x, al) and that a* is the element cor
responding to (1, a{). Then d'bl = gdai = gXi and it follows from (2.1c), 
in p ' , that 

(gx)bl + (gy)bf - {gx)bi = (gx)d'bl(gx)-Kgy)bl 

= g(xXiX~1y)bj. 

Therefore the transformation (x, ai)—>(gx)b', of generators, de
termines a homomorphism, ƒ:p—>p', which obviously satisfies (2.2b). 
Also fai = b' and d'fai — gdai. Therefore it follows from (2.1b) that 

d'fxùi = d'{(gx)fOi} = (gx)(d'fGi)(gx)-i 

= g{x{dal)x~l) = gdxai. 

Since p is generated by {xai} it follows that (2.2a) is satisfied. Simi
larly ƒ is uniquely determined by the condition f ai = bl, and the 
lemma is proved. 

We conclude the section with two "extreme" examples of a free 
crossed module, p. First let dp = l . Then (2.3) merely expresses the 
fact that p is commutative, and p will be called a free y-tnodule. In 
this case we can collect all the terms e\X\aiX in (2.4), which have the 
same i\, and write (2.4) as 

riah + • • • + rkah, 
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where j i , • • • , j k are distinct and ri, • • • , rk are in the group ring, 
R, of 7. This expression is unique since, obviously, {xdi} are free 
generators of p. Therefore p is a free i^-module, having {a»} as a basis. 
In any case hp is obviously a free 7-module, having {hdi\ as a basis, 
where h:p—>hp makes p Abelian. Notice that, in consequence of this 
fact, there is no relation of the form midi1+m2di2 + • • • = 0 , in p, 
where mi, m^ • • • are nonzero integers and ii, ii, • • • are distinct. 

A free Abelian group,7 which admits 7 as a group of operators, is 
not necessarily a free 7-module. Therefore a crossed (7, d)-module is 
not necessarily free just because (2.1c) is a complete set of relations 
between a set of generating elements #, b, • • • . 

Secondly let 7 be a free group and, in the original definition of a 
free crossed module, let {#*•} be a set of free generating elements of 
7 (inverses not included). Let x = x% • • • x\l (e\= ± 1 ) . Then it fol
lows from (2.3), and their "negatives," which are consequences of 
(2.3) and the trivial relations, that 

(xXi, <Xj) = (xy <Xi) + (X, (Xj) — ( # , ÖJi), 

(xxi , ay) = — (x, ai) + (x, ai) + (x, ai). 

Therefore it follows by induction on n that p is generated by {a»-}, 
without the help of the operators in 7. Therefore the right inverse, 
d~l:y—^p, of d, which is given by d~lXi = di, is onto p. Therefore 
d:p^y. Thus p is an ordinary free group, which is freely generated by 
{di}. Also 7 written additively and operating on itself according to 
the rule xy—x+y—x (x, ydy) is a free (7, l)-module. A set of free 
generating elements will be called a basis for 7, whether the multipli
cative or the additive notation is used. 

3. A lemma on crossed homomorphisms. Let G be an additive 
group, which need not be Abelian, and let 7 be a multiplicative 
group, which operates on G. A crossed homomorphism, h:y—>G, is a 
map such that 

(3.1) h(xy) = hx + xhy (#, y C 7). 

We shall generally be presented with a group G, a group, 7 ' , which 
operates on G, and a homomorphism fly—>y'. In this case a crossed 
homomorphism, hly-^G, will mean the same as before, with 
xd = (fx)d ( X G T , a £ G ) , and h will be called a crossed homomorphism 
dssocidted with f. Notice that, writing x = l in (3.1), we have h(l) = 0 
and writing x~y~l we have hy~l = —y~~lhy. 

7 E.g. one in which 7 operates trivially, or a left ideal in the group ring of y. 
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As an example, which occurs in §10 below, let ƒ, f'iy—*G be two 
homomorphisms and let us write ab~a+b—a (a, bQG). Let OiG—^G 
be a fixed endomorphism and let h:y—*G be given by 

hx = dfx — fx. 

h(xy) = df'(xy) - f(xy) 

= Of'x + Of y -fy-fx 

= (dfx - ƒ*) + fx + (Bfy - fy) - fx 

= hx + (fx)hy. 

Therefore h is a crossed homomorphism associated with ƒ. 
Let 7 be a free group, which operates on G, and let {xi} be a basis 

for 7. With each Xi we associate an arbitrary element a»£G. 

LEMMA 3. There is a unique crossed homomorphism, h:y—>G, such 
that hxi = ai for each value of i. 

Any element ydzj is uniquely represented as a product 

y = xh • • • tf;n (e* = ± 1), 

which is reduced, in the sense that €y+i = 6y if i3-+i = ij (i.e. no cancella
tion is possible). We define h:y~^G by 

(3.2) hy = eijia^ + • • • + €nynain, 

where yi = 1 if €1 = 1 and 

?ƒ = *< « ' ' ^ - x if €/ = + 1 
^ ' — *.1 . . e ' • * — — 1 

— X%± ' ' * X%: II €j — 1 . 

Then fcrt=at-, hx^1^ --xjlai. It follows from (3.2) and (3.3) that 

h(zxi) = hz + zai if c = + 1 

= hz — zxi ai if e = — 1 

= hz + 2&#t if € = ± 1, 

for any £ £ 7 . Hence, assuming that h(xy) =hx+xhy, for a given 
# £ 7 , we have 

h(xyxi) = fe(#3>) + xyhxi 

= hx -{- x(hy + yhxi) 

= hx + xh(yxi). 
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I t follows from induction on n that (3.1) is satisfied. Therefore h is 
a crossed homomorphism. 

Let h:y—»G be any crossed homomorphism such that hxi = a{. Then 
it follows from (3.1) and induction on n that h is given by (3.2) and 
(3.3). Therefore h is unique and the lemma is proved. 

4. Homotopy systems. Let p = {pn} (» = 1, 2, • • • ) be a family of 
groups, together with a "boundary operator," d, which is a family 
of homomorphisms, dr\pr—>pr„i ( r ^ 2 ) , such that dd = 0 (i.e. drdr+ipr+i 
is the neutral element in pr_i). The group pn shall be multiplicative if 
w = l and additive if n>\, though possibly noncommutative if n — 2. 
It follows from (4.1b) below and (2.1b) that dpi is an invariant sub
group of pi. We write pi=pi/dp2, and #£j5i will always denote the 
co-set containing a given element x £ p i . The system p and the oper
ator d shall satisfy the conditions: 

(4.1) (a) pi is a free group, 
(b) p2 is a free crossed (pi, d%)-module, 
(c) pn (n>2) is a free pi-module, 
(d) dr is an operator homomorphism for each r = 2, 3, • • • . That is 

to sayf di satisfies (2.1b), as required in the definition of a crossed 
module, and8 dnx~xdn (n>2), for each operator #£p i . 

We describe such a system as a homotopy system. If p r = 0 for 
r>n^0 but PWT^O, in case n>0, we shall describe p as n-dimensional 
and shall write w = dim p (if r = 1 then p r = 0 means pi = l ) . 

For the sake of uniformity it will be convenient to let pi operate on 
pn (n>2) according to the rule xa = xa, where a(Epn, #£p i . Also, 
in order to include the case n = 1 in such formulae as (4.3) below, we 
shall sometimes think of pi as an additive group, which operates on 
itself according to the rule xy~x+y—x. With these conventions 
(4.Id) reduces to dx = xd. When considered as a group of operators pi 
will always be multiplicative. 

Let p—{pn} and p'={pn} be two homotopy systems and let 
jfi'Pi-*Pi be a homomorphism such that fidzpzC-dipl, where d de
notes the boundary operator in both p and p ' . Then/ i induces a homo
morphism, filpi-*pi, which is given by ]&=]&. Let fn:pn-*Pn 
(n^2) be an operator homomorphism, which is associated wi th / i if 
n~2 and wi th / i if n>2. Then, with the convention explained in the 
preceding paragraph, we may describe fn as associated with f\ for 
any n^2. Notice that fid^pzCdzpi if there is a homomorphism, 
fcp%-*pl, such that/i^2 = ^2f2. 

By a homomorphism, f:p—>pf, we shall mean a family of homo-
8 dz$—xdz has a meaning since dzpsÇzd^l(l). 
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morphisms,/w.'pw-^pn (n^l), such that 
(a) fd = df (i.e. fn-\dn = dnfn for each n ^ 2), 
(b) /n w a» operator homomorphism associated with j \ if n^2. 
We shall describe ƒ as an isomorphism if, and only if, fn is an iso

morphism for each n = l, 2, • • • . We shall describe p as isomorphic 
to p ' , and shall write ƒ :p^pf, if, and only if, there is an isomorphism 
f'*p—*p'- I t is obvious that the resultant of homomorphisms (iso
morphisms), f'.p—^p' and f'lp'—»p", is a homomorphism (isomor
phism), f'f:p—>p"] also that the inverse of an isomorphism is itself 
an isomorphism. 

We now define a relation of equivalence, p^p', which is the alge
braic analogue of "being of the same homotopy type" between com
plexes. By a deformation operator, %:p—>pf, associated with a homo
morphism, fil(pu dp%) —>(pi, dpi), we shall mean a family of maps, 
£n'Pn-i—>Pn (n^2), such tha t : 

(a) £2*Pi-*P2 is a crossed homomorphism associated with j \ , 
(b) %n'P<n<-i-*Pn (n>2) is an operator homomorphism associated 

with j i . 
We shall describe a homomorphism, f'.p—>p', as equivalent to a 

homomorphism, g'p-*p', and shall write / ^ g , if, and only if, 
there is a deformation operator, %:p-+p', associated with f\, and an 
element w ' G p / , such that 

(4.3) W'gn — fn = 4+l£n+l + Wn (» è 1), 

where %idi = 0. When n = 1 this is another way of writing 

(4.4) wf{gix)w'-l(fi%)-1 = d2£2# (* G PI). 

We shall describe a homomorphism, ƒ :p—»p', as an equivalence, if, 
and only if, there is a homomorphism, /':p'—»p, such that / ' / ~ 1 , 
ff'c^l, where 1 denotes the identical isomorphism both in p and in p ' . 
We shall describe p as equivalent to p ' , and shall write p=p', if, and 
only if, there is an equivalence, ƒ :p—»p'. 

THEOREM 1. The relations, ~ , between homomorphisms p-^p', and 
= , between homotopy systems, are equivalence relations. 

It is not difficult to prove this directly. However we shall deduce it 
from theorems proved in §§10, 11 below. 

Let /~g:p—»p'. Then it follows from (4.4) that 

/ i = agi\pi->p', 

where a is an inner automorphism of p{. Let ƒ :p—»p' be an equivalence 
and let f:p'->p be such that / ' / ~ 1 , ff~\. Then f{fi = a, JJ{ = <*', 
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where a, a' are inner automorphisms of ft, p{. Hence it follows t h a t / i 
is an isomorphism. 

5. The homotopy system of a complex. By a complex we shall 
mean a connected, CW-complex, as defined in (I), which may be finite 
or infinite. The characteristic maps of the cells in a complex will now 
be maps In—>en (not an-^en)r where In is the w-cube in Hubert space, 
which is given by Og/i, • • • , tnS 1, /» = 0 if i>n^0, with 1° 
= (0,0, • • - ) . # 

Our conventions concerning homotopy groups are as follows. We 
treat In as lXln~~l (n^l) and define 

/1 = 1 X / , E = dl - (/1 - d/i ) . 

Thus / i " 1 is the face of I» in which /x = l. Let k:In~l-^Infl be given 
by fep = ( l , p) (PGI*-1)- Let spaces P , P o C P and a point poGP be 
given. Then an element a£7r r (P, Po, £0) ( r è 2 ) shall be a homotopy 
class of maps of the form 

e:(I*%dI*%E*-l)-+(P,Pihp*). 

Let 

/ V . 7 J V ( P , Po, #0) —» 7rv_i(P0, po, #0) = 7i7~i(Po, po) 

be the boundary homomorphism, which we define as follows. If 0ÇE.a, 
then fira shall be the element defined by the map 

tkllr-i-tPo, 

where 0 = ö | / r 1 : / r 1 - > P o . 
Let 

ôt:(P,dP,P)-+(Ir,dP,P) 

be a fixed homotopy such that 5o = l, 5iEr~l = P. Then we say that 
a map 

4>:(I',dI*,P)-+(P,P1hpo) 

represents the element of 7rr(P, P0 , po), which is defined by the map 
</>Si : P—»P. Similarly a map 

*:(* / ' , / ° ) ->(Po,#o) 

will be said to represent the element of 7rr_i(Po, po), which is defined 
by the map 

(Ml/T1)*:/"1->*<>. 
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A path 

X:(7, 0, l ) ->(Po,*o,#o ' ) 

determines an isomorphism 

X:7Tr(P, Po, pi) -* Tr(P, Po, #o), 

and also its inverse, X""1. Let 

(5.1) 0 ' : ( / ' f a / ' , / ° ) - > ( P f P o , # o ' ) 

be a map which represents an element a '£7r r (P, Po, £o ). Then we de
scribe Xa' as the element which is represented by the map 0', joined 
to po by the path X. If pó — po we write \a' = xa', where #£TTI(PO, po) 
==7T?> say, is the element represented by the path X. When xa' is 
thus defined, 7rr(P, P 0 , po) is a 7r?-module, if r > 2 , and a crossed 
(TT?, &)-module9 if r = 2. 

Let spaces Q, QoCQ and a point goEQo be given. Then a map 

tf>:(P, Po, #o)-*((?, Go, ^o) 

induces a homomorphism 

f:Wr(P, Po, po) —> *>((?, Qo, ?o). 

Let a£7r r (P, Po, £o) be represented by the map (5.1), joined to £o 
by the path X. Then it is easily verified that fa is represented by the 
map $0' , joined to q0 by the path 0X. Taking pó =po it follows that ƒ 
is an operator homomorphism associated with the homomorphism, 
7Ti(P0, po)—*7ri(Qoj go), which is induced10 by <j>. 

Similar remarks apply to 7rr_i(P0, po) and 7rr_i(P0, pó), related to 
each other by the path X. 

Let K be a given complex and let a 0-cell, e°£i£°, be taken as 
base-point for all groups wn(K

n, Kn~x)} Tn(K), etc. Let 

P r - pr(K) = vr(K', K*-i) (r^2)t 

Pi = PI(K) = TX(K1). 

Let 

jn'.Tn(Kn) -+ Pn (» è l'Jl = 1) 

be the homomorphism induced by the identical map (i£w, e°, £°) 
->(Kn, Kn~\ e°) and let " 

9 See [12, p. 486], which may be taken as a general reference for the elementary 
propositions stated here. 

10 I.e. induced by 4>|P0:Po-»6o. 
11 Cf. [8, p. 429], with Xi^K* (*>0). 
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dr = jr-lfir'Pr —> Pr-*1-

Then ^2 = 182. Since /?r> = 0 we have drdr+i — 0. If r ^ 3 the group p r is 
a free ir\{Kr~l)-module12 and we identify13 wi(Kn) (n>l), as well as 
7ri(i£), with pi=pi/d2p2. Also p2 is a free crossed12 (pi, d2)-module and 
dr is an operator homomorphism in the sense of (4.Id). Therefore 
{pn} is a homotopy system, which we call the homotopy system, p(K)f 

oîK. 
Let {e?} (n*z2) be the w-cells in K and let a»Gpn be the element 

represented by a characteristic map for e?, joined to e° by a path 
in Xw - 1 . Then {a*-} is a basis, which we describe as a natural basis, 
for pw. Let TQK1 be a tree (cf. [4, p. 322]) which is a sub-complex 
containing K°, and let {e\} be the 1-cells in K} — T. Let g<: J—>e\ be 
a characteristic map for e\ and let x*Gpi be the element represented 
by a path in Ty which leads from e° to gt(0), followed by gi, followed by 
a path in T, which leads from g*(l) back to e°. Then {xi} is a basis for 
Pi-

A (cellular) map,14 <j):K-->L, in a complex L, with base point 
e'°=<£e°, obviously induces a homomorphism, f:p(K)—>p(L). If 
g\p(L)—>p(M) is the homomorphism induced by a map, \p\L-*M> 
into a complex M, then gf:p(K)-*p(M) is obviously the homo
morphism induced by if/cfrlK—ïM. If ƒ:p(K)—>p(L) is a given homo
morphism and if 0 : K—>L is a map which induces it we shall describe 
4> as a realization of ƒ. 

Let ƒ :p(K)—>p(L) be a given homomorphism and let i ^ o C ^ be a 
connected sub-complex, which contains e°. We shall describe a map, 
<J>O:KQ—>L, as a partial realization of ƒ if, and only if, 

/° = / ; : P (Zo)-+p( i : ) , 

where f° and i:p(Ko)—*p(K) are the homomorphisms induced by $ 0 

and by the identical map KQ—>K. We shall call i the injection homo
morphism. 

Let KxQK be a (connected) sub-complex, which contains15 Kn~l 

12 See §16 below. 
13 I.e. we use pi and x£;pi to denote iri(K) and tàÇ-Ti(K), etc., where i:pi-*Ti(K) 

is the ismorphism in which corresponding elements are represented by the same map 

14 It is to be understood that all our maps and homotopies are cellular (see L in 
§5 of (I)) and, except when the contrary is stated, that a given map, K-*L, carries 
the base point of K into the base point of L. 

18 The condition Kn~l(Z.K\ is not necessary to Lemma 4 below but it helps to 
simplify the notation. 
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( n ^ 2 ) . Let Ki = K<\j[fi}, where {en
a) =Ki-K0 is a set of n-cells, 

each of which is a principal cell (i.e. a cell which is an open sub-set) 
of Ki. Let (f>0:Kp—^L be a partial realization of a given homomor-
phism, /:p(X)—>p(Lj, and let glTTn-iCK*""1) — ^ ^ ( I 1 1 - 1 ) be the homo-
morphism which is induced by <jf>0. Let aaÇ:pn{K) be the element 
which is represented by a characteristic map, K:In—>e^y for e£, 
joined to e° by a path 

V . ( / , 0, 1) -* ( Z - 1 , e<\ j , ) (*, = W 0)-

LEMMA 4. J/16 fifa<r = g(3a<ri for each er, tóen $0 can be extended to a 
partial realization, <j)\\K\—>L, <?ƒƒ. 

This is essentially the same as Lemma 7 in §9 of [6], except that 
we must now pay attention to base points. Let j3/a<r = gj3a<r, let 
qff = fop* and let 

l*, = *oX,:(/, 0, 1) -> (L"-\ ef\ q9). 

Let /*/ :pn(L)—>7Tw(Ln, L"""*1, gv) be the isomorphism determined by 
the path \xa and let 

k,:(I*,dI»,P)-+(L»,L"-\q,) 

be a map which represents the element \ilfaa. Then fe^c)/71 and 
<l>oha\dIn both represent the image of (3faa = gjSa, in the isomorphism, 

Tiv-itZ,"-1, e'°) -» Trv-itZ,"-1, g„), 

which is determined by the path /z,. Therefore it follows from the 
proof of Lemma 7 in [ó], applied to each cell en

a1 that </>o can be ex
tended to a map, 4>i\Kx—>L, such that faa is represented by the map 
0i^:In—»Z>, joined to e'° by the path /x,. 

Let fr:p(Kr)-*p(L) (r = 0, 1) be the homomorphism induced by 
4>r and let alÇzPn(Ki) be the element represented by hff1 joined to e° 
by the path A,. Then aa = ila\y where il is the in]ectionil:p(Kx)—^p(K)y 

aLtidfal^faa^ffial. Let i and i° be the injections i:p(Ko)—*p(Ki) and 
i0 = i1i:p(Ko)-^p(K). Since 0 i | i ^ o =0o it is obvious that fH=f°. Also 
f°=fi°:=fi1i, since </>o is a partial realization of ƒ. Therefore fHa° 
—fiHa* if a°GPn(i£o). If {dj} is a natural basis for Pr»(Ko) then 
{iaj, a*} is a natural basis for pn(Ki). Since f xb — fixb if b — ia*} or aj 
and also (obviously) if bÇiPr(Ki) with rj^n it follows that fl=zfil-
Therefore <j>i is a partial realization of ƒ and the lemma is proved. 

In general a homomorphism ƒ :p(K)-^p(L) cannot be realized by a 
map K—>L. For example a complex projective plane and the union of 
a 2-sphere and a 4-sphere with a single common point may be covered 

16 We shall sometimes write /3, ƒ, etc. for 0», ƒ», etc. 
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by complexes, K and L, each of which consists of a 0-cell, a 2-cell 
and a 4-cell. Then pn(K) ^pn{L)1 both groups being cyclic infinite if 
n = 2 or 4 and zero otherwise. By considering the cohomology rings, 
or the groups 7r3(iT), TS(L)f one sees that an isomorphism p(K)-^p(L) 
cannot be realized by a map K—>L. 

6. Realizability. We shall describe a complex, Ky as a {geometrical) 
realization of a given homotopy system, p, if, and only if, p^p(K). 
In §15 below we given an example of a homotopy system which has 
no geometrical realization. Thus it is not always possible to realize 
either a homormophism p(K)—*p(L) by a map K-^L or a homotopy 
system p by a complex K. In this section we prove three theorems 
which state sufficient conditions for both kinds of realizability to be 
possible. 

THEOREM 2. A given homotopy system, p, has a geometrical realiza
tion if dim ^ 4 . 

Let w = dim p and first let n = 1. Then p is obviously realized by a 
complex K = e0]<j{el}f where {e\} is a set of 1-cells in (1-1) cor
respondence with a basis, {#*}, for pi. 

We proceed by induction on n. Let pr be the homotopy system 

Pr = (PI, • • • 1 Pr, 0, 0, • • • )» 

d8 being the same in pr as in p if 2^s^r. Assume that p n _ 1 is real
ized by a complex Kn~l ( 1 < » ^ 4 ) and let/n~1:pn_"1«p(i^n-"1)- Let 
{a»} be a basis for pn. If ^ > 2 we have dn_idn = 0, whence 

n— 1 n— 1 

dn-ifn-idnai = fn-.<idn-.\dnai = 0, 

or jC-î^n#*£^-i(0) . Since n — 1^3 

i^i:ir*-i(iS>-1) - ^ P n - i ^ - 1 ) 

is onto17 <Cii(0). Also /i^^G^iCST1) if ^ = 2. Therefore there is an 
element } i67r t t_i(In"*1), such that 

fn~\dnai = Jn-l&i (» ^ 2). 

Let gil(dln, J0)—>(JK>~1, e°) be a map which represents bi. Let 
{E1}} be a set of ^-elements, which are disjoint from each other and 
from Kn~1 and let hi:dE"-*dIn be a homeomorphism. We attach 
eJ=JEJ-ö£? t o Z " - 1 by means of the map gihiidE^K^K The result 
is a complex, i£n = Kn~x\J {é\}, in which é\ has a characteristic map, 

17 See Theorem 7 in §3 of (I). 
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gi :/"—>#, such that gl \dln = gi. Let a{ Gpn(Kn) be the element rep
resented by g'. Then fina' = bif whence 

n— i 

(6.1) dna( = jnr-ibi = fn-idnai. 

Hence, and from Lemma 2 if n = 2, an operator homomorphism, 
fn»Pn-^Pn(Kn), which is obviously an isomorphism, is defined by 
/«a»- = a / . Moreover it also follows from (6.1) that dnfn=f%Z\dn. 
Therefore we have defined an isomorphism ƒ :p-^p(Kn), where / r= / ?~ 1 

if r<ny and the theorem follows by induction on n. 

THEOREM 3. A homotopy system,, p, has a geometrical realization if 
Pi = l . 

Let p1 = l. Then pr (r^3) and hence any sub-group of pr is a free 
Abelian group.18 Therefore dnpn is a free Abelian group (n^4). Let 
{bi} be a basis for dnpni let CiÇzd^bi and let CnCpn be the sub-group 
generated by {c t}. A relation between the elements {ci) would 
imply the corresponding relation between {bi}, whence {Ci} is a basis 
for C„. Therefore, as in elementary homology theory, pn is the direct 
sum pn = Zn + Cn> where Zn = J^1(0), and dn\ Cn is an isomorphism 
onto dnpn. Let {z*} be a basis for Zn. 

By Theorem 2, p3 has a realization i£3, where pr means the same 
as before. Let n^4 and assume that there is a complex, i£w-1, such 
that 

and 

is onto d^i(O). Then the proof of Theorem 2 shows that there is a 
complex, 

Kn = i^n-ivj {e-}, 

such that fn:pn^p(Kn) and/ r*|pn"1=/w~1 . Moreover we may suppose 
that 9ex= :^0G^0 , for each value of X, where e\ is the cell which cor
responds to 2 x £ Z ^ Let this be so and let Pn be the union of the 
w-spheres ex. Then any element in Zn is represented by a map, 
(7M, dln)—>{Pn, e°), which also represents an element in Tn(K

n). 
Therefore j n is onto Zn. Therefore complexes KZC.K*(Z • • • and iso-

18 We assume here that pr has a well-ordered basis. Then this assertion follows by 
transfinite induction in much the same way as when the basis is finite. I do not know 
if this can be proved without the axiom of choice. 
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morphisms fn:pn^p(Kn)f such that /"Ip 7^ 1^/ 7 1" 1 , are defined induc
tively for every value of n*z3. Let 

n 

with the topology defined by the condition that XQK is closed if, 
and only if, XC\Kn is a closed sub-set of Kn, for each n = 3, 4, • • 
Then K is a complex, whose ^-section is Kn and ƒ :p—>p(iC) is obviously 
an isomorphism, where ƒ | pn = / n . This proves the theorem. 

Let K, L be given complexes, let ƒ :p(K)—>p(L) be a given homo-
morphism and let <f>o:Ko—>L be a partial realization of/, where KQQK 
is a connected sub-complex, which contains e°. 

THEOREM 4. If K0^JKm+1 = K and if L is a Jm-cotnplex, then <£0 

can be extended to a complete realization™ <t>:K—*L, off. 

Let a basis for pi(K) be defined, as in §5, in terms of a tree, TC.K1, 
such that K°C.T. We assume that T consists of a tree,20 ToC.K0f 

which contains KQ, together with a set of trees, {Ti}, such that 
TiC\Ko is a single 0-cell e?. We map Ti on <£0e?, thus extending 0o 

throughout K^JT, I t now follows from a simplified version of 
Lemma 4 that $0 can be extended to a partial realization, <j>x\K^JKl 

->L, of/. 
Let i£r = K^JKr (r ^ 1) and assume that #0 has been extended to a 

partial realization, <£n_i:i£w_i—>L, of ƒ, where 2 ^ w ^ w + l. Let 
g:TTn-i(K

n~1)—>7rn-i(L
n~1) be the homomorphism induced by #n-i. 

Then it is easily verified that 

fn-ljn~l = jn-lg'.Tn-iiK"-1) ~» p * - l ( £ ) . 

Therefore 

jn~lfinfn = ^w/n = / n - l ^ n = fn-.ljn-lPn = jn-lg&n* 

Let L be a Jm-complex. Then / ^ ( O ) = 0 , since w—l^ra . Therefore 
j3n/n = gj8w and it follows from Lemma 4 that <j>n-i can be extended to 
a partial realization, (j>n:Kn—>L, of/. The theorem now follows by 
induction on n. 

7. Homotopy and equivalence. We state three theorems, which 
will be proved in §§13, 14 below. Let K, L be given complexes and let 
f,f':p(K)—>p(L) be the homomorphisms induced by maps$,#':i£-->L. 

19 Ko may consist of the single 0-cell e°, in which case the theorem asserts that ƒ 
has a realization if dim K^tn+l. /«-complexes are defined in (I), §3. 

20 In constructing T we can start with T0. 
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THEOREM 5. If 0 ~ 0 ' thenfc^f. 

THEOREM 6. A map <j> : K-+L is a homotopy equivalence if, and only 
if, the induced homomorphism, f:p(K)—>p(L), is an equivalence. 

As a corollary to Theorems 4 and 6 we have : 

COROLLARY. If dim K^m + 1 and if L is a Jm-complex, then K^L 
ify and only if, p{K) ^p(L). More precisely, an equivalence, p(K)-*p(L), 
can be realized by a homotopy equivalence, K-~>L, and conversely. 

Since every complex is a JVcomplex it follows from this and 
Theorem 2 that an equivalence class of 3-dimensional homotopy sys
tems is an algebraic equivalent of the homotopy type of a 3-dimen
sional complex. Moreover, if dim p^3 and if K, L are any complexes 
such that p(K) =p(L) =p , then K^L, even if dim K, dim L > 3 . For 
it follows from Theorem 2 that p can be realized by a complex, Pz, 
and it follows from Theorem 4 that equivalences, p(Pz)—>p(K), 
p(Pz)—>p(L) can be realized by maps PZ—>K, PZ—>L, which are 
homotopy equivalences by Theorem 6. Therefore K=PZ^L. In a 
later paper we shall prove that if p = p ' , dim p, dim p ' < °o, where p, p' 
are given homotopy systems, and if p can be realized geometrically, 
so can p'. Therefore, if an equivalence class of homotopy systems con
tains one, p, such that dim péS, then every homotopy system in the 
class can be realized geometrically and all the resulting complexes 
are of the same homotopy type. 

By taking K = SZ, L = S2 we see that the converse of Theorem 5, 
namely fc^f' implies <£^<£', does not hold, even if L is a Jm-complex 
and dim K^m + 1. However we shall prove: 

THEOREM 7. If L is a Jm-complex and dim K^m, thenfc^f' implies 

It follows that the homotopy theory of 2-dimensional complexes, 
including the homotopy classification of mappings, is equivalent to 
the purely algebraic theory of free crossed modules, whose groups of 
operators are free groups. 

8. Chain groups. With each homotopy system, p={pn}> which 
need not have a geometrical realization, we associate a system of chain 
groups, C={Cr} (r = 0, 1, • • • ). Each group Cr shall be a free pi-
module and Cn shall be operator isomorphic to pn if n > 2 and to p2 

made Abelian if n = 2. The group G shall have a basis [ci] which is 
in a (1-1) correspondence, Xi-*d, with a basis {xi} for p\. The 
group Co shall have a basis consisting of a single element c°. The ele-
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ment c° is to be a "preferred" or special element in Co. We allow pi 
to operate on Cn in the same way as on pn (n>2). 

The system C shall be related to p by a preferred family of maps, 

The map hn shall be an operator isomorphism if n > 2 and h2 shall be 
an operator homomorphism (onto), whose kernel is the commutator 
sub-group of p2. The map h\ shall be the crossed homomorphism which 
is uniquely determined by hxi = d, according to Lemma 3. 

We now define a boundary operator, ô, which is a family of operator 
homomorphisms, ôn:Cn—»Cn_i ( w ^ l ) , such that dndn+i = 0. We shall 
define it in such a way that 

(a) dihix = (x — l)c° O G Pi), 
(o. 1) 

(b) dnhn = hn-.idn (« è 2). 
If n>2 we define dn^hn-idJÇ1. We postpone the definition of d2 

and define 3i by 9i^-= (#* — l)c°. Let g:pi—»Co be the (principal) 
crossed homomorphism, which is given by gx = (# — l)c°. The map 
dihi'.px—ïc0 is the resultant of the crossed homomorphism hi and the 
operator homomorphism d%. Therefore it is a crossed homomorphism. 
Moreover g and dxhi are both associated with the same homomor
phism, x—>xy of pi onto pi. Since dihiXi~gXi, from the uniqueness 
part of Lemma 3 öiAi — g, which is expressed by (8.1a). 

THEOREM 8. The crossed homomorphism hi has the properties: 
(a) hi\d2p2 is a homomorphism onto d{'1(0)CZCi. 
(b) hix — hiy (Xj y dpi) if, and only if, xy"l^déÇl{Q). In particular 

(c) If dic = (x — l)c°, where c£C i , # G P I , then c = hix', for some 
x'£x. 

In order to prove this we introduce a complex, Kl = e°\J{el}, where 
{e\} is a set of 1-cells which is in a (1-1) correspondence, Xi—>e], 
with {x^. We identify Xi with the element, XidwiÇK1), which is 
represented by a characteristic map for e\. Let Kl be a covering 
complex of K1, which is associated with the (invariant) sub-group 
d2p2dpu and let p:Kl-*Kl be the covering map. Then p induces an 
isomorphism piipi—>d2p2y where pi = 7ri(K1)1 with a 0-cell ^ G p " ^ 0 as 
base point. Following S. Eilenberg and N. E. Steenrod in [ l l ] we take 

Co' = Ho( £°), Ci = ffi( i?i, i?°) 

as chain groups in J?1. We denote the boundary homomorphism by 
a':G'-*Co'. 
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Let X: (J, 0, 1)—>(K\ e°, e°) be a map representing a given element, 
xGpu and let X:(J, O ) - » ^ 1 , e°) be the lifted map (i.e. X=pX). Let 
hxQCi be the element represented by X. Clearly hx depends only on 
x £ p i and not on the choice of the representative map X. Also 

(8.2) d'hx = (x- \)c'\ 

where c'°£Co is the 0-chain, which corresponds to e°, and jöi oper
ates in the usual way on Ci, Cl. Also {hxi} is a basis for CI. Let ;y £ p i 
be represented by a map /x«(̂ > 0, 1)—>(i£\ £°, e°). Then x;y is repre
sented by the circuit X followed by juand h(xy) by the path X followed 
by /x': J -» i£ \ where M = P M ' and /z'(0) =X(1). Therefore 

(8.3) /?(#;y) = hx + #^;y. 

We identify Co, Cx with Co', CI in such a way that Ci — hxi, c°~c'°. 
Then it follows from (8.2), (8.3) and the uniqueness part of Lemma 3 
that h = hx. Hence, and by (8.1a), d '=d i . Since x~l if x£d2p2, it 
follows from (8.3) and (8.2) that h\\d2p2 is a homomorphism into 
dST^O). It follows from the geometrical definition of hi that h\\d2P2 
= h'p~1, where h'lpi—>ojfx(0) is the homomorphism in which cor
responding elements are represented by the same map. Therefore 
it follows from the well known relation between the fundamental 
group of a polyhedron and its first homology group that h\\d2P2 is 
onto dj"1^), which establishes (a). 

If fex = 0, then (x — l)c0 = dihxx = 0j whence x = l and x£d2p2. 
Therefore, writing Gc for the commutator sub-group of a given 
group, G, we have 

h\0) = (*i | J2p2)~
1(0) = pihf~\0) = pipî. 

But/(Gc) = (fG)c if ƒ is any homomorphism of G onto any other group. 
Therefore 

h (0) = (p ip i ) = (^2P2) = Ĉ 2P2 = d2h2 (0 ) . 

Let xy-~1~zÇzd2h21(0). Then hiz = 0 and g = l, since 0£d2p2. There
fore 

Aiff = hi(zy) = /riy. 

Conversely, let hix = hiy. Then 

(x - l)c° = dihix = diAiy = (y - l)c°, 

whence # = 3/. Therefore 

hiixy"1) = &i# + xhiy~l = /h# + ^î^"""1 = h\x — fei;y = 0, 
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whence xy^ÇLdrfiiT^O). This proves (b). 
Let s £ G be such that dic = (# — l)c°. Then dx(c — hix) = 0 and it 

follows from (a) that c — hix = hiy for some 3^G^2P2. Let x'=yx. Then 
y = l, tf'Gff and 

hi%' = Aij + J^ix = Aiy -f- Ai# = c, 

which completes the proof of Theorem 8. 
We now define d2 by (8.1b), with n = 2. Since dJt^iO) = 1 this gives 

a single-valued map, d2: Ci—tCi, which is obviously an operator homo-
morphism. Thus dn is defined for each n^l. I t follows from (8.1b) 
and Theorem 8(a) that 

di#2^2 = dihidz = 0 

and from (8.1b) that 

dndn+ihn+i = dnhndn+i = hn-idndn+\ = 0 (w è 2). 

Since hn is onto Cn {n ^ 2) it follows that dd = 0. 
Let c G C and xGpi be given. Then we have: 

LEMMA 5. If d2c~hix there is a unique element, aGp2, such that 
h2d = C, d2d=X. 

Since h2 is onto C2 there is an a'Gp2 such that h2a
r ~c. It follows 

from (8.1b) and the relation d2C = hxx that 

h\% = Ô2C = d2fe#' = h\d2o! * 

Therefore it follows from Theorem 8(b) that 

x = {dji){d%d) = d2(J + #'), 

where iG&J^O). Let a~b+a'. Then Â2a = &2#,==c, since M> = 0. 
Therefore h2a~c, d2a~x. Let &2#i = £, ^ i = x. Then &2(a —ai)=0, 
d2(a—ai) = 1 and it follows from Lemma 1 that ai = a. Therefore a is 
unique. 

9. Chain mappings and homomorphisms. Let p, p ' be two homotopy 
systems and C, C' the associated systems of chain groups. By a chain 
mapping, g:C—>C', we shall mean a family of operator homomor
phisms, gn» Cn *Cn i 

associated with a homomorphism, ƒ: pi—>p{, such 
that 
( 9 1 ) (a) * * • - • • , 

(b) gn-ldn = dngn ( » ^ l ) i 

where c°, c'° are the preferred basis elements in Co, Có. If there is a 
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homomorphism, ƒ :p--»p', such that 

(9.2) gnhn= hnfn 

then we shall say that ƒ induces or realizes the chain mapping g. In 
this case it follows from (8.1a), (9.2) and the relation gx~(fx)g 
(#£px) that 

(fix - i y ° = dihjix = digihix 

(9.3) = fodiAi^ = g o ( « - l)c° 

Therefore ƒ =/ i . 
Let C, C', C" be systems of chain groups associated with homotopy 

systems p, p ' , p " . Let g: C—*C', g': C'-*Cn be chain mappings which 
are induced by homomorphisms ƒ:p-*p', ƒ':p'—»p". Then it is easily 
verified that g'g'.C—ïC" is a chain mapping induced by f'f'.p—»p". 

THEOREM 9. -4 homomorphism, fip—»p', induces a unique chain 
mapping, glC—^C'. A chain mapping, g:C—>C', can be realized by at 
least one21 homomorphism, flp—^p'r. 

Let ƒ :p—»p' be given. Then we define go by goxc°= (fix)c'°. Let {xi} 
be a basis for pi. Then {/w*} is a basis for C\ and we define gi by 
gifaXi^fafiXi. I t is easily verified that gihi, &i/i:pi—>Ci' are both 
crossed homomorphisms associated wi th / i . Therefore gihi = hifi, ac
cording to Lemma 3. 

If ^ à 2 we define gn by gnhn = &w ƒ„. If h^a = 0, then a £p£ and/2<z £P2C> 
whence hzfea — O. Therefore g2 is a single-valued map, which is obvi
ously an operator homomorphism associated with/ i . So is gn~hnfnhZx 

(n>2). The family of maps gn: Cn—*Cn satisfies (9.2). Since hn is onto 
Cn if n>l and {fex^} is a basis for C\ it follows that (9.2), together 
with Jx and (9.1a), determine {gn} uniquely. 

I t follows from (9.2), with n = l, and (8.1) that 

digihx = dihxfix = (fix — l)ci 

= g0(x - l)c° 

Therefore ôigi = godi. 'A similar, but simpler, argument shows that 
dngn = gn-idn for any n>\. Therefore g={g«} is a (uniquely de
termined) chain mapping, which is induced by ƒ. 

Now let g\C-*C' be a given chain mapping, associated with a 

21 See the addendum and (10.9) below. 
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homomorphism ]\ : px—*p{. Since 

digihiXi = godxhxi = g0(xi — l)c° 

= ( M - iyo 

it follows from Theorem 8(c), applied to p{, that there is an element, 
yl Gpi , such that gihxi — hiy'. We define /r.pi—»pi by fiXi — yi. 
Then it follows from Lemma 3, as in the first half of the proof, that 

(9.4) glhi = hifx. 

Let A be a basis for p2 and let 

cd = £2^20 G C2' 

for each aÇ.A. Then 

^2 â = aigihtfi = gxdihid = gihidzd 

and it follows from (9.4) that 

^2 â = h\f\dî(l. 

By Lemma 5 there is a (unique) ôa' £p2 ' such that &2W = cà, ^ W 
=/i^2^. Since d2&a = / i ^ it follows from Lemma 2 that there is a 
(unique) operator homomorphism, ƒ2:P2—>P2, associated with/ i , such 
that /2a = &o for each a £^4. Then dzfia—fidtfi and 

fe/20 = W a ' = Ca = #2^2#. 

Therefore d2f2-/^2 and h%f% — g<ih^ 
li n^3 let fn — h^gnhn. Then ƒ„ (w^2) is an operator homomor

phism associated with / i and gh = hf, ^2/2 = / A . It remains to prove 
that dnfn—fn-.idn when # > 2 . I t follows from the relations hd — dh, 
hf=gh, dg = gd that 

hn-idnfn = dnhnfn = dngnhn 

( 9 . 5 ) = gn-ldnK = gw-l^n-l^n 

= kn-lfn-ldn* 

If w > 3 , then An_i is an isomorphism and it follows that dnfn—fn-idn-
Also h2(dzfz—f2dz)=0 and 

^2(^3/3 —* ƒ2^3) = ^2^3/3 — / l^2^3 = 0. 

Therefore it follows from Lemma 1 that dzfz—f2dz:=0i which com
pletes the proof. 

There is an element of arbitrariness in the choice of ƒ1, satisfying 
(9.4). Let fi'.px—>p/ be a given homomorphism such that hifi^gifa. 
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Then the above construction gives fip—>p' uniquely. Therefore we 
have the addendum to Theorem 9 : 

ADDENDUM. The chain mapping g has a unique realization, ƒ, such 
that f i : pi—>p{ is a given homomorphism y which satisfies the condition 
hifi = gih. 

10. Chain homotopy. Let p, p' be given homotopy systems and 
C, C' the associated systems of chain groups. By a chain deformation 
operator: rj:C—>C', associated with a homomorphism, fi'.pi—>pi , we 
shall mean a family of operator homomorphisms, rjn:Cn-i~>Cn 

( w ^ l ) , associated wi th / i . Let g, g':C—>C' be chain mappings asso
ciated with homomorphisms / i , ƒ/ : pi—>pi . We shall describe g as 
chain homotopic to g', and shall write g ^ g ' , if, and only if, there is 
an element w 'Gp/ and a chain deformation operator, rj: C—>C', asso
ciated with ƒ] such that 

( 1 0 . 1 ) r W'gr — gr = ^r+l^r+1 + 1?rdr (** è 0; 7J0d0 = 0 ) . 

Since goC° = go c'° = c'0, where £°£Co, c^GCo' are the preferred basis 
elements, it follows from (10.1)o that di7]xc°= (w'— l)c'°. I t follows 
from Theorem 8(c) that there is a wfÇ:Wr such that 

(10.2) r/ie0 = hxvf. 

I say that, in consequence of (10.1)0, 

(10.3) f{x = w'-l(f1x)w'. 

For di7]i:Co—^Có is an operator homomorphism associated with Ji. 
Therefore it follows from (10.1) o that 

Wgi - go)xc« = (fix)(w'go' - go)c° 

= {hx){w' - i y ° . 

But we also have 

(w'go' - go)**0 = {tf(Jl*)gi - ( / i%o}c° 

Therefore 

(J\x)(w' - 1) = «/(ƒ/ *) - / i* f 

which reduces to (10.3). 
Let g, g':C-*C' be the chain mappings induced by homomorphisms 

fif'-p—tp'* For convenience we display the formula 

(10.4) Vtfl — /n = 4+lSn+l + Wn, 
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in which w'Gpi, and t-:p—>p' is a deformation operator. 

THEOREM 10. fc^f' if, and only if, gc^g'. More precisely, ƒ, f' are 
related by (10.4) if, and only if, g, g' are related by (10.1), where 

(10.5) ( a ) " l C ° = ^ 
(b) hnèn = Vnhn~l (fl ^ 2 ) . 

First let fcxf' and let ƒ, f' be related by (10.4). Let \xi\ be a basis 
for p\. Let rjilCo—»Ci, f)i*C\-*C{ be the operator homomorphisms, 
associated with / i , which are defined by 7}iCQ = hiW, y\Jk\Xi: = h&zXi. 
Clearly 772̂ 1, h^\p\—^Ci are both crossed homomorphisms associ
ated with the homomorphism x—>fix. Therefore 772&1 = fe?2. Since p3' 
is Abelian it follows that ^ J ^ O ) = 0 . Therefore a single-valued map, 
773 «G—>C*3, which is obviously an operator homomorphism, is de
fined by 973̂ 2 = ^3?3- Let rjn = hn^rthnli if n>3. Then (10.5) is satisfied. 

Let Fn:pn—>pn , Gr: Cr-*Cl be the maps which are given by 

/4rk ^ Fn= W'fn - fn- W n ~ 4 + l £ n + l (^ â 1) , 
( 1 0 . 6 ) 

Gr = w'gr' — gr — Ifrdr — dr+lVr+l (f ê 0 ) . 

We shall prove that 

(10.7) KFn^Gnhn, 

assuming only (10.3), (10.5) and that g, gf are induced by ƒ, ƒ'. Since 
hf=gh we have 

W / n ' - ƒ») = (*'*»' - g»)^n (» è 2) 

and from (8.1) and (10.5) 

^n(^n+l?n-fl + M J = ^n+l^n+l?n+l 4" Vnhn-ldn 

= (dn+l77n+i + Ylndn)hn. 

Therefore (10.7) is valid if n^2. 
Let xGpi and let u=fix, u'=f(x. Then w'u'w'^ — ü according to 

(10.3), and it follows from (3.2 )and (3.3) that 

hitw'u'w'^W"1) == hiw' + w'h\uf — w/hw' — &i# 

= w'hiu' — Ai# — (w — l)hiwf 

= w'hfix - Ai/i* - (Jix - l)i]ic0 

(10.8) 
= (w'gi - gi)hix - i;i($ — l)c° 
== (w'gl — gi)hx - vidihix 

= GlhiX + ^2^2^1^« 
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B u t Ô2772&1 ^ ^2^2$2 = hid&T,. Since 

(w'u'w'-1^1)* = 1, (d2hx)* = 1, 

where y* — y (yÇzpl), it follows that 

hiFiX = /?i{w'^/ze;'~%~1(J2?2^)~1/ 

= G\h\X. 

Therefore (10.7) is valid for every w ^ l . Since hnpn = Cn if » > 1 and 
{&!#;} is a basis for d it follows that Gn = 0 in consequence of F n = 0. 
Since goc° =*g{ c° = c'Q it follows from (10.5a) that G0c°= (w'-l)c'0 

— dirjic° = 0. Therefore (10.4) implies (10.1), with £ and rj related by 
(10.5). 

Conversely let g, g' be related by (10.1). Then (10.2), i.e. (10.5a), 
and (10.3) are satisfied. Let Ui=fxXi, ui =f{xi. Then it follows from 
(10.8), with Gi = 0, and Lemma 5 that there is a (unique) element, 
at Gpl, such that 

h^al = rj2hiXi, dial = w'u'w'~~1W~1. 

Let fapi—ïpi be the crossed homomorphism which is determined by 
%2Xi = a', according to Lemma 3. Then, reverting to the additive 
notation for p{, we have 

fe&tft = VïhiXi, dfaXi = W*j{ Xi — fiXi. 

Clearly h&i, Vzhilpi—tC^ are crossed homomorphisms associated with 
the homomorphism x—rfix. Also ^2'Pi—»Pi and, as observed in §3, 
(w' f{ — fi)lpi—>p{ are crossed homomorphisms associated w i t h / i . 
Therefore 

&2É2 = 1?2*1, d<&2 = w/ / i — / l . 

If n>2 we define 

£w ^ ^r* Vnhn-l''Pn-l —> Pn 1 

thus defining a deformation operator £, which satisfies (10.5b). Since 
(1Q.3) and (10.5) are satisfied, so is (10.7). Since Gw = 0 it follows that 
hnFn^O, whence Fn = Q if n>2. 

Since 

dn(w
ffn - ƒ») = (Wjfn-l - / n - l ) 4 

and 
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it follows that 

dnFn = Fn-.xdn (n è 2). 

We have proved that 7^ = 0, whence 0*2̂ 2 = 0. Since h2F2 = 0 it follows 
from Lemma 1 that F2 = 0. Therefore Fn = 0 for n ^ 2 and the theorem 
is proved. 

On taking g = g', ^ = 0, w' = 1 we have the corollary: 

COROLLARY, /ƒƒ, f':p—»p' induce the same chain mapping, g: C—+C', 
then forf'. 

In this case it follows from (10.5) that £n = 0 if n>2. Also we may 
take w' = l, so that 

(10.9) ƒ/ - /x = rf2f2f ƒ,' - ƒ, = £A, ƒ„' = ƒ„ (» > 2), 

where h&2 = ^ 1 = 0. 
The operator 77 is determined uniquely by (10.5) if w' and £ are 

given. When r\ is given the element w' may be replaced by z'w\ for 
any 3 /G^2AJ1(0)Cpi, according to Theorem 8(b). Once w' has been 
fixed, so as to satisfy (10.2), then £ is determined uniquely by the 
conditions JFI = 0 and (10.5). Moreover in this statement it need only 
be assumed that £w'• P n - r - W is a single-valued transformation. For 
£2#£p2 is determined uniquely by the conditions 

d2&x = (w'fi — fi)xt h2£2x = 772̂ 1̂  

and £™ by ^ = t ^ X - i (wè 3). But we have proved that there is a 
deformation operator, %ip—>p', associated with / i , which satisfies 
these conditions. Therefore the fact that £2 is a crossed homomorphism 
associated w i t h / i , and £n an operator homomorphism if w> 2, is a 
consequence of Fi = 0 and (10.5). 

11. Chain equivalence: Proof of Theorem 1. Let C, C" be systems 
of chain groups associated with homotopy systems p, p ' . A chain 
mapping, g: C—>C\ is called a c&ai» equivalence if, and only if, there is 
a chain mapping, gf\Cf—>C, such that g ' g ~ l , g g ' ~ l . We shall de
scribe C as equivalent to C', and shall write C==C, if, and only if, 
there is a chain equivalence g: C—*C\ 

THEOREM 11. The relations ~ , between chain mappings, and = , be
tween systems of chain groups', are equivalence relations. 

On taking w' = 1, 77 = 0 in (10.1) we have g£^g. In general it follows 
from (10.1) that 

w'^g — g' = dr?* + î?*d, 
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where 77* = —wf~lfri. Since rjx = (fi x)rj it follows from (10.3) that 

v*x = — w,~1(f1x)r) = — (flx)wf~lr}*-

Therefore 77* is a chain deformation operator associated with ƒ/ and 
it follows that g'^g-

Let g, g'\C-*C' be related by (10.1) and let g', g"\C-*C' be re
lated by 

w'Y' - g? = V + Va, 
where 77 ' is a chain deformation operator associated with f( . Then 

w'w"g" — g = 6(77 + w'77') + (77 + w'r)f)d. 

Moreover 

(ry + w V ) * = (Ml + ®'(Ji x)r)f 

= (/i*)0? + wV). 

Therefore 77 + w'77 ' is a chain deformation operator associated with fi. 
Therefore g£^g' and g'^g" together imply gcmg". Therefore ~ is an 
equivalence relation. 

The relation 2= is obviously reflexive and symmetric. Let C, C , C" 
be chain groups associated with homotopy systems p, p ' , pn\ Let 
1~g\C-*C\fc*Lg'\C'-*C". Then it is easily verified that 

(11.1) f'f~f'g~([g. 

I t follows from this, as in the ordinary theory of homotopy or chain 
homotopy, that = is transitive. This completes the proof. 

Let p, p' be given homotopy systems and C, C' associated systems 
of chain groups. 

THEOREM 12. p=pr if, and only if, C^C'. More precisely, a homo-
morphism, f:p—>p', is an equivalence if, and only if, the induced chain 
mapping, g: C—*C', is a chain equivalence. 

Let/:p—»p' and fip'—*p be homomorphisms and let g'.C—*C' and 
gr\C'-^C be the induced chain mappings. Then gfg, gg' are induced 
by ƒ'ƒ> ff- Also the identical chain mappings, 1:C, C'~*C, C' are ob
viously induced by l :p , p'—*p, p ' . Therefore it follows from Theorem 
10 that f'fc^l, ff'c^Ll if, and only if, g ' g ^ l , g g ' ^ 1 . This proves the 
theorem. 

As an obvious corollary of Theorems 11 and 12 we have one half 
of Theorem 1, namely that s= is an equivalence relation between 
homotopy systems. To prove the other half let fc^f':p—>p' and let 
g, gf\C-^C' be the induced chain mappings. Then it follows from 
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Theorems 10 and 11 that g^g', g ' ~ g , / ' ~ / . Therefore the relation ~ 
is symmetric. Similarly it is transitive and it is obviously reflexive. 
Therefore it is an equivalence relation. This proves Theorem 1. 

I t follows from (10.3), and an argument similar to the one at the 
end of §4, that the homomorphism, fi'.pi—>p{, which is associated with 
a chain equivalence, is necessarily an isomorphism. 

12. Covering complexes. Let J? be a universal covering complex 
of a given complex, K, with base point e°£i£0 . Let p:K—>K be the 
covering map and let a 0-cell e0G^_1^0 be taken as base point in K. 
We shall show how a system of chain groups {Cn}, associated with 
p(K), may be "realized " as a system of chain groups in K. 

Our conventions concerning homology are as follows. Let X and 
XQCX be given spaces. Then Hn{X, X0) will denote the nth relative 
homology group, with integral coefficients, which is defined in terms 
of (finite) singular chains. By an oriented ^-element, £ n , we shall 
mean an ^-element, En, associated with a generator, c, of Hn(E

n, dEn). 
Let En be thus oriented. Then a map 

d:(En, ó\E>)->(X, Zo) 

induces a homomorphism 

and we shall described d*c as the element represented by 0. Similar 
observations apply to dEn and maps dEn—*Xo. 

We orient I so that 0 is its first and 1 is its last point. We orient 
ƒ"== Jx I n ~ l (n^l) and its faces by induction on n and the standard 
rule for orienting topological products. This gives 

(12.1) dl^1 = l X / t t - 0 X / n " " / X dl\ 

Following S. Eilenberg and N. E. Steenrod we take 

Cn = Cn(K) = Hn( K\ i ? - 1 ) (n è 0) 

as the group of w-chains22 in K, with Co(K)=Ho(Ë°). We shall use 

r(x): K->K 

to denote the covering transformation (Deckbewegung), which is 
determined by # £ p i = 7ri(i£). We shall also use % to denote the auto
morphism 

22 See [ l l ] and also [13, §17]. All our chains are finite because of (D) and (N) in 
in §5 of (I), from which it follows that any compact sub-set is contained in a finite 
sub-complex of K, 
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X . C w • G n , 

which is induced by r(x). It satisfies the condition dx = xd. The group 
Cni with #:CW—»CW thus defined, is a free pi-module. 

Let {e"} be the cells in K and let ê? G ^ be a cell which covers e*. 
The cell e? may be any one of those which cover él unless n = 0 and 
e\ is the base point e°(Ei£°. In this case e? shall be the base point 
e°£j?0 . Let c?GCn be an elementary n-chain associated with ef, mean
ing the element represented by a characteristic map for e%. Then 
{ci} is a basis, which we call a natural basis, for Cn. 

We proceed to show that the groups Cn (n>l) are related to the 
groups pn =pn(K) in the way described in §8. If K° consists of a single 
0-cell the same is true of Co, C\. In general we shall define sub-groups 
of Co, Ci which are thus related to p0, pi. We begin with some pre
liminary observations on lifted maps and homotopies. 

Let 4>: (K, e0)—->(L, e'°) be a map into a complex, L, with base point 
e'°. Then there is a unique "lifted" map, 

(12.2) 0:(iT,e°)-+(£,£'<>), 

such that (frp—pcfr, where L is a universal covering complex of L and 
£ / 0 £ £ ° j s the base point in Z. Similarly a homotopy <t>t:K-*L, such 
that cj>oe° = ef0y can be lifted into a unique homotopy, 4>t:K—*Ly such 
that <t>tp=p4>(j <j>oë° = ë'0. When we refer to a lifted map, <f> or homo
topy, 4>t, it is always to be understood that 4>ë° = ë'° or 4>öë° = ëf°. Let 
<£* be lifted into <f>t, and let <t>ie° = e'0, in addition to 4>Qe° = e'°. Let 
^GTTIC^ 1 ) be the element represented by 6:1—»L, where 0OO=<M°. 
Then 4>ië° = T(w)ë'°, whence 

(12.3) 0! = T ( 0 ) $ I /
I 

where 0/ is the map defined by lifting <£i. It is inherent in the lifting 
process23 that 

(12.4) 4>tr(x) = r(/i*)?«, 

where # £ p i and f\:iri(K)—»7n(L) is the homomorphism induced by 4>o. 
Let X: (In, P)—>{Kn, e°) (n*zl) be a map which represents a given 

element a(E.Pn- We define hnaÇ_Cn as the element represented by the 
lifted map \:In-^Kn. If n>\, then hn:pn-+Cn is the resultant of the 
"lifting" isomorphism, pn-*'Pn=:pn(K)1 followed by the homomor
phism 7in:7>n~-*Cn, in which corresponding elements are represented by 
the same map. The latter is onto and its kernel is the commutator sub-

23 This is obvious if the lifting is defined in terms of paths joining e° to arbitrary 
points in K. 
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group of pn, which is zero if n>2. Therefore hn is onto and its kernel 
is the commutator sub-group of p„. As in §8 above it follows that 
hilpi-^d is a crossed homomorphism and that 

(12.5) dihix = (* - l)c°, 

where £°£Co is the elementary 0-chain associated with e°. 
We prove that hn (n^2) is an operator homomorphism. Let 

0:(/,O, 1)-* (K\ é>, e*) 

be a map, which represents a given element x £ p , and let 6 be the 
lifted map. Then 5(1) =r(x)ë0. If a £ p w is represented by a map, 
Xi:/n—»i£n, then xa is represented by a map, \olIn—>Kn, which is 
related to Xi by a homotopy, 

X,:(7", dIn)->(K«, K»~l), 

such that \J° = d(t). Let X* be the lifted homotopy (\0I
0 = ë°) and let 

X' be the map defined by lifting Xi. Then X' represents hna and, as in 
(12.3), Xi = r(#)X'. Therefore Xi represents xhna. But hn(xa) is repre
sented by Xo and hence also by Xi, since an element of Cn is defined 
without reference to base points. Therefore 

(12.6) hn(xa) = xhna (n è 2). 

We now prove that dh = hd. Let 

X:(J», dln, E«~l) -> (Kn
y Kn~\ e°) 

be a map which defines a £ p w , where 

_w— 1 jn , n—1 n— lx , n—1 ^ n—1 

E =dl - (h ~ oh ) (/i = 1 X / ). 

Then (3na and dna are represented by 

where p,=\\li~1 and kp = (l, p)y as in §5. Let X be the map defined 
by lifting X. Since En~x is connected it follows that XEn_1 = e°} whence 
\(dIT~1)=e°. Therefore /x lifts into /x = x | / r 1 and »k lifts into Jik. 
Therefore Jik represents hn-\dna. The element dnhna is represented by 
\\dln or, since X£n _ 1 = ^° and n — \ > 0 , by Jx or by Jik. Therefore 

(12.7) dnhn= hn^dn (n^ 2). 

Let TC.K1 be a tree, which is a sub-complex containing K°, and 
let TC.K1 be the component of p~lT which contains the base point 
e°. Let Cr(T)CCr (r = 0, 1) be the group of r-chains carried by T. 
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Since wi(T) = l it follows that p\ T is a homeomorphism onto T. 
Therefore Cr(T) is an ordinary free Abelian group. Since K°C.T, a 
basis for CQ(T) is a basis for Co. Let CI CCi be the (free) p rmodule, 
which is generated24 by a basis for Ci(f) . If X V T let {e\} be the 1-
cells in Kl—T and let gi'.I-+ë] be a characteristic map for e\. Let 
Oiil—ïK1 be the map which consists of a path in T, leading from e° to 
gt(0), followed by g;, followed by a path in T, which leads from gi(l) 
back to e°. Let x^Gpi be the element defined by 0*. Then {#»•] is a 
basis for pi. Since AiX»GCi is represented by the lifted map, 0*, it 
follows that 

h\%i = c% + c/ 

where £* is defined by the map £*: I-*Kl, such that g* =pg; , g;(0) G 2\ 
and ct' G Ci'*. The set {Ci}, together with a natural basis, {Cx' }, for C{ 
constitutes a natural basis, {c*, Cx' }, for &. Therefore {hi%i, c{ } is a 
basis for G. Hence C\ is the direct sum 

(12.8) C x - C f + C / , 

where Çj* is the (free) pi-module generated by {h\Xi}. Let Co*CCo be 
the pi-module generated by the elementary 0-chain, c°, associated with 
e°. Let C* = Cn if n> 1. Then hnpndC* and we interpret &n as a map 
hn:pn->C* ( n à l ) . I t follows from (12.5), (12.6) and (12.7) that p(i£) 
is related by fen to the system C* = {Cw*} in the way described in §8. 
We shall describe C as the complete system and C* as a normalized 
system of chain groups determined by i£. In general C* depends on 
the choice of T. If K°=T = e° then C* = C. 

LEMMA 6. C? = d~lC?. 

I t follows from (12.5) that 5iC*CC0*. We have to prove that, if 
âicGCo* (cGCi) then CÇLC*. Let {ex} be the set of elementary 
0-chains associated with the 0-cells in T — ë°. Let V\ = Cx — c°. Then 
{c°, z;x} is a basis for Co. Therefore Co is the direct sum 

(12.9) Co = Co* + Co', 

where Co' has \V\} for a basis. Since ? is a tree there is a basis, 
{c\ }, for Ci(f) such that dxC\ —v\. Then {c\ } is a basis for the sum-
mand C{ in (12.8) and di| C{ is an isomorphism onto C0'\ Let c — c* 
+c', where c*EC?9 c'<^C{; and let ôicGCo*. Since diG*CC0*, 
diC{ CCo' it follows that dxc' = 0. Therefore c' = 0 and cGCx*. 

I.e. generated by pi, operating on the basis elements in Ci(T). 
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13. Chain mappings: Proof of Theorems 5 and 6. Let <j>: (K, e°) 
—>(!,, e'°) be a given map of K in a complex Z,, with base point e'°. 
Let 

gn;C(K)->C(L) (» = <>, 1 , . - . ) 

be the homomorphism induced by the lifted map, $ : K—»Z. It follows 
from (12.4), with <£*=<£ that each gn is an operator homomorphism 
associated with the homomorphism, fim.iri(K)—>7Ti(L), which is in
duced by <j>. Also gd—dg and we shall describe 

g = {gn\:C(K)-^C(L) 

as the chain mapping induced by </>. We shall also describe it as in-
duced, or realized geometrically by 4>. A chain mapping, g\ C(K)—>C(L), 
which need not have a geometrical realization, shall be defined as in 
§9, with modified restrictions on go. We required go to map each ele
mentary 0-chain on an elementary 0-chain and, except when the 
contrary is stated, c° on c'°, where c°, c'° are the elementary 0-chains 
associated with the base points. Chain mappings C(K)—>C*(L)y 

C*(K)—>C(L), etc., shall satisfy the similar condition, where C*(K), 
C*(L) are normalized systems determined by K, L. Chain homotopy 
and chain equivalence shall be defined as in §§10, 11. We still have 
(10.2) and (10.3), with these modified definitions. I t follows from 
(10.3) that the homomorphism, TTI(K)—*7TI(L), associated with a chain 
equivalence, C(K)—>C(L), is necessarily an isomorphism. 

We now prove a very well known theorem, adapted to our set of 
definitions. Let 

g,g':C(K)->C(L) 

be the chain mappings induced by maps 

4>,4>':(K,e*)-+(L, e'°). 

THEOREM 13. If <£~0' then go^g'. 

Let <t>t'.K—>L be a homotopy of 0O = 0 into$i=<£'. Let X:In—*Kn be 
a map which represents a given element cÇi.Cn(K) (n^O) and let 
Vn+ic£:Cn+i(L) be the element represented by jl\In+1—»Zn+1, where25 

W, hy • • -, tn) = 5iX(/i, • • • , O-

As in the classical theory of chain homotopy it follows that the map 
Vn+i' Cn(K)—*Cn+i(,L)9 which is thus defined, is a homomorphism. I t 
follows from (12.4) that it is an operator homomorphism associated 

26 p^ / n + 1 C^ n since <£*, and hence %t, is cellular. 
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with the homomorphism fx:wi(K)—±wi(L), which is induced by <£o. I t 
follows from (12.1), carried into L by the map p, and from (12.3) 
that 

dn+i7)n+iC = (Wgn — gn ~ Vndn)C, 

or that wgf —g = drj+rjd, where w means the same as in (12.3). This 
proves Theorem 13. 

THEOREM 14. A map <fr : K—>L is a homotopy equivalence if, and only 
iff the induced chain mapping, g:C(K)—>C(L), is a chain equivalence. 

Let 4> be a homotopy equivalence. Then it follows from Theorem 12, 
by a familiar argument, that g is a chain equivalence. 

Conversely, let g be a chain equivalence. Then the associated homo
morphism, fi\TT\(K)—>xi(L), which is the one induced by </>, is an 
isomorphism. Also the induced homomorphism,26 Hn(K)—»iJw(Z), is 
an isomorphism, for each n^Q. Therefore Theorem 14 follows from 
Theorem 3 in (I). 

Let K« = e\ L* = e'°, so that C(K) = C*(K), C(L) = C*(L), and let 
f:p(K)-^p(L) be the homomorphism induced by 4>:K—>L. Then it is 
to be expected, and is in fact proved in Lemma 9 below, that the 
chain mapping, g\ C(K)—>C(L), which is induced by <£, is the one in
duced b y / . Therefore Theorems 5, 6 follow at once from Theorems 
13, 14 and Theorems 10, 12. In general there is a gap between The
orems 13, 14 and Theorems 10, 12, which we bridge by means of 
three lemmas concerning C*(K) and C*(L). 

The identical map i:C*(K)—>C(K) is obviously a chain mapping. 

LEMMA 7. i:C*{K)—>C(K) is a chain equivalence. 

Using the same notation as in the proof of Lemma 6, let k:C(K) 
—>C*(K) be the chain mapping which is given by k\C*(K) = l, 
kc\ = 0 , kv\ = 0. Then ki=l and ik — l~dr)+r)d, where rj is given by 
rjv\= —c{, rjc° = 0, rjCn(K) = 0 if n>0. This proves the lemma. 

Let i, k mean the same as before, both in K and L. Let g, g':C(K) 
—*C(L) be any chain mappings and let 

(13.1) g* = kgi:C*(K) -> C*(L), g'* = kg'i. 

LEMMA 8. g*~g '* if, and only if, go^g\ 

I t follows from (13.1) that g*~g '* if g~g ' . Let g*^g '* . Then 

g ~ ikgik = ig*k C^L ig'*k ~ g', 
26 There is an isomorphism, Hn(K)~d~*(0) —dn+i Cn+i(K), which is natural, as the 

term is used in §38 (p. 815) of [9]. 
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which proves the lemma. 
Let ƒ:p(K)-*p(L) be the homomorphism and g:C(K)~>C(L) the 

chain mapping induced by a map <t>\K-+L. We shall also describe g*, 
given by (13.1), as induced by <£. 

LEMMA 9. g*:C*(i£)—»C*(L) is the chain mapping induced by 
f:p(K)-+p(L). 

Since gc* = c'° it follows that goCf(K)CCf(L). Also dxc*eCo*(K) 
if c*<Ed*(K). Therefore 

digic = godtf* GC0(X) 

and it follows from Lemma 6 that giC*(K)<ZC*{L). Since i is the 
identity and k\C*(L) = l it follows that g*, in (13.1), is given by 
g*c*=gnc* if c * G C ( Z ) . Therefore gnhna = g*hna for each aÇ:pn{K) 
and » ^ 1 . 

Let \:In-+Kn be a map representing aÇzpn(K). Then/Ma is repre
sented by </>\ =/x, say, and hnfna by the lifted map #. Obviously p = 0X, 
where <j>, X are defined by lifting <j>, X. But <£X represents the element 
gnhna — gnhna. Therefore hf~g*h and the lemma is proved. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 5. Let the notation be the same as before and 
let <j>c^<j>':K—>L. Then it follows from Theorem 13 and Lemma 8 that 
g*~g'* and from Lemma 9 and Theorem 10 t h a t / ^ / ' . This proves 
Theorem 5. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 6. Since i, k are chain equivalences it follows 
that g*t given by (13.1), is a chain equivalence if, and only if, g is a 
chain equivalence. Therefore Theorem 6 follows from Theorem 14, 
Lemma 9 and Theorem 12. 

As an analogue to the corollary to Theorem 6 we have: 

THEOREM 15. If dim K^m + 1 and if L is a Jm-cotnplex, then K^L 
ift and only if, C(K)z=C(L). More precisely, any chain equivalence, 
C(K)—>C(L), can be realized by a homotopy equivalence, K—*L, and 
conversely. 

Since k:C(K)—>C*(K) and i:C*(L)—>C(L) are chain equivalences 
this follows from the corollary to Theorem 6, from Lemma 9 and 
from Theorem 12. 

We conclude the section with a theorem on the realizability of chain 
mappings, which is analogous to Theorem 4. Let g\C{K)-^C(L) be a 
chain mapping associated with a homomorphism ƒ :?n (K) —>wi(L). Let 
KoCZK be a connected sub-complex, which contains e°. Let 

f :T I (£O) -> *•!(£), j:C(Ko) -> C(K) 
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be the homomorphism and the chain mapping, associated with I, 
which are induced by the identical map K0—>K. We describe a map, 
<J>Q:KO-^L, as a partial realization of g if, and only if, it induces the 
chain mapping 

gj:C(K0)-*C(L). 

The chain mapping gj is associated with fQ=fï:7ri(K0)—»7TJ(Z,). There
fore, if 0o induces gj, the homomorphism /° is the one induced27 by 
0o. __ 

Let <l>olKo—>L be a partial realization of g. Let JSTo, with a base point 
covering e°, be a universal covering space of K0. Then gj is the chain 
mapping induced by the lifted map #0" K0—>L. Let KoQK be the com
ponent of p~lKo which contains e°. Then j?0 is a covering complex of 
Ko, associated with the sub-group î~1(l) Oi(-Ko), and i£o is a universal 
covering complex of Ko, with a covering map p:Ko-^Ko. Since 
/^"^( l ) = /^~ 1 ( l ) = 1 the map <j>0 can be lifted23 into a map <j>0: KQ-*L, 

and $o is the map obtained by lifting $0 into K. Therefore 

<?o == $oP • ito —> L 

and we may regard gj as the chain mapping which is induced by 0o. 
We state this, in a slightly different form, as: 

LEMMA 10. If cÇzCn(K) has a representative map, \:In—>Ko, then 
gnc is represented by the map <j>o<\-In—*Ln. 

THEOREM 16. If Ko^JKm+1 = K and if L is a Jm-complex, then any 
partial realization, </>o I Ko—^L, of a given chain mapping, g : C(K) —>C(L), 
can be extended to a full realization, (j>:K—>L. 

First assume that KlCK0. Then Kl
0 = K\ Kl^K1 and28 pi(KQ) 

=Pi(K). Letf°:p(Ko)—>p(L) be the homomorphism induced by <£0 and 
let g*:C*(K)—>C*(L) mean the same as in (13.1). Let 

X:( / ,0 , 1 ) -» (JP, «°, e°) 

be a map representing a given element x £p i (K) and let X : I-+K1 = K\ 
be the lifted map. Then it follows from Lemma 10 that g*hix = gihix 
is represented by the map 0OA, which also represents h\f\x. 
Therefore hif% = g*hi. Hence it follows from the addendum to Theorem 
9 that there is a realization, ƒ \p(K)-*p{L), of g*, such t h a t / i = / ? . 

I say that 0o is a partial realization of/, or t ha t / 0 =ƒ&, where i:p(Ko) 
—>p(K) is the injection homomorphism. For, by Lemma 9, i is a real-

27 Cf. a remark following (2.2). __ 
28 In general C^K^T^C^K) since Ci(K0) refers to Ko. 
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ization of the chain mapping, j * : C*(Ko)—>C*(K), which is induced 
by the identical map KQ—>K. Therefore fi is a realization of g*j*. 
Since g* is also given by g*c* = gc* (c*£C*(i£)) it follows that 
g*j* = (gj)*- But (gj)* is induced by <j>o and therefore by / 0 , according 
to Lemma 9. Therefore both fi a n d / 0 are realizations of (gj)*. Since 
ii = l we have (fi)i=fi—fi- Therefore/° = / i , by the addendum to 
Theorem 9. Hence it follows from Theorem 4 that <£o can be extended 
to a map, <j>:K-^L, which realizes ƒ and hence g*. Let <j> be the lifted 
map. Then 4>\ K0 = 4>o, since $ | KQ=</>O. Since Kl

Q—Kl it follows from 
Lemma 10 that 0 induces the homomorphisms go, gi. Therefore </> in
duces g. Thus the theorem is proved on the assumption that K1C.KQ. 

In general let Ki = K0\JKl. The theorem will follow from what we 
have already proved when we have extended </>o to a partial realiza
tion, <t>i:Kx—>L, of g. We first extend <f>o.Ko—>L> to a map yj/:p~lKo—>L 
by writing 

lM*)£ = r(fx)$op (p G £0), 

for every %Çnn(K). We then extend \p to a map 

t':(p-iKo) = Z°-^Z, 

which induces g0. This is possible since go maps elementary 0-chains 
into elementary 0-chains. Moreover 

fr(x) U r(/*)i//, 

since g0x = (fx)go. 
Let e1 be any 1-cell in Kl — Ko. Let el^Kl be a 1-cell which covers 

e1 and let c1GCi(üC) be an elementary 1-chain associated with e1. 
Then dcx="V — u, where u, v(ZCo(K) are the elementary 0-chains asso
ciated with the end points, p, qC.K°, of e1. Also 

dgic1 = godic1 = gov - go** 

and go^, gov are the elementary 0-chains associated with yp'p, \[/'q. 
Therefore it follows from an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 
8(c) that gic1 is represented by a map 

/*:(/, 0, 1)-> (I1 , O . ^ff). 

li p = q then ^'/> =l///g, and it follows that the map 

is single-valued and continuous, where X:7—•g1 is a characteristic 
map for e1. Therefore ty' may be extended to a map, ^ p " 1 ^ — » Z , by 
writing 
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for every 1-cell e1^K1--Ko and every X^TI(K). Then <j>i induces go 
and gi. Clearly </>ir(x)=T(fx)4>i and the required map, <fii:K—>Lf is 
defined by $ip=p<£i. This completes the proof. 

14. Proof of Theorem 7. Let P = KXI. Then P = KXI is a uni
versal covering complex of P and we take (00, 0) and (e°, 0) as base 
points in P a n d P. The n-cellsin P a r e the cells enX0, en X I , ën-lX(Q, 
1) for all n-cellsand (n — 1)-cells in j£. Let dt:K—>Pbe thehomotopy, 
which is given by 9tq = (q, i) (qGK). Let a0, al:C(K)-*C(P) be the 
chain mappings29 induced by #0, ft. and let 

y:Cn{K)-*Cn+1{P) 

be the chain deformation operator which is defined as in Theorem 13, 
with L=P, <j>t = $t> Then (a°cl, alc^ 7c""1) is obviously a basis for 
Cn{P), where {^}, (C"1} 

are bases for Cn{K)y Cn-i(K). The oper
ator d:Cw(P)->Cn_i(P) is defined by 

p n 
dot cx = add (v = 0, 1), 

( 1 4 . 1 ) n-1 1 0 n-1 
dYCM = ( a — a — 7 0 ^ , 

which are the same as dav = avd, a 1 — a° = dy+yd. 
Let gv:C(K)—>C(L) (p = 0, 1) be chain mappings, which are related 

by 

(14.2) wgl - g° = di? + iyd, 

where ri:C(K)—>C(L) is a chain deformation operator and w£7Ti(L). 
Then it follows from (14.1) and (14.2) that g:C(P)-*C(L) is a chain 
mapping, where g is defined by 

(14.3) ga° = g°, gal = wg\ gy = v. 

Conversely (14.2) follows from (14.1), (14.3) and gd = dg. 
Now let gv have a geometrical realization, <j>v:K—>L, let g°, g l be 

related by (14.2) and let 

* : ( £ X 0 ) U (e° X /) U (Z X 1) ~>Z 

be given by yp{q, v) =<fivq (qÇzK)t \p(e°, t) =X(/), where X:/—>Z1 repre
sents w. Then it is easily verified that \p is a partial realization of 
g:C(P)-*C(L). If dim KSmf whence dim P ^ m + 1, and if L is a 

29 N.B. a£c°7^c/0, where c°, c'° are the elementary 0-chains associated with the base 
points ë°E.K° and (ê°, 0). 
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Jm-complex it follows from Theorem 16 that yp can be extended 
throughout P , whence 0°c^01. Thus 0°c^<^1 if g°~gx. 

Theorem 7 now follows from Lemmas 8, 9 and Theorem 10. 

15. Examples. Let P and Q be 3-dimensional lens spaces (see 
[14, pp. 210, 279]) of types (w, p) and (m, q) where m is the order of 
7Ti(P) and TTI(Q). I t was proved (see also [15]) in [3] that, if there is 
an integer, fe, such that qz=±k2p (m), t h e n P ^ Q . We give an alterna
tive proof of this by exhibiting a chain equivalence u:C(P)—>C(Q). 

As usual we suppose that P , Q are complexes such that Cn(P), 
Cn(Q) have bases consisting of single elementary ^-chains,30 an, bn 

(n = 0y • • • , 3), and that 

dfli = (£ - l)tfo, da% = <r»(Öai, da3 = (£p ~ 1)02, 

dbi = 0? - l)Jo, d*2 = <rm(iy)Ji, <9J3 = (vq - 1)*2, 

where J, 77 generate 7Ti(P), 7TI(Q) and 

crtir) = 1 + r + • • • + f (<-1}* (f = ? or 17). 

Let q^—k2p (m). Then we replace ô3 by — ô3 and &2 by rç5&2. Since 
r)q<rm(v) ^o'mlv) we have 

3( -»s) = Of* - 1)^6». d(ij<*2) = <Tm(i|)fti. 

Therefore this has the effect of replacing q by — q and we assume that 
q~k2p. Since (p, m) = (g, m) = l we have (fe, m) = l and there are 
integers, h, /, such that kl==l+hm. Then p=l2q (m). 

Let 

«:C(P)->C(ö)f *:C(Ö)-»C(P) 

be the chain mappings, which are associated with the mutually in
verse isomorphisms £—»7*, 77—»£z, and are given by uan — bn, vbn = an 

if n = 0 or 3 and 

uai = <rk(y)bh ua2 = <rk(v
kp)b2, 

vh = <rz(£)ai, ^2 = o-z(?^)a2. 

I t is easily verified that du~udt dv~vd. 
I say that, if s, t are integers such that U^s (w), then 

(15.3) **(£0<ri(*9 = 1 + **««)• 

For let coo = 1, coi, • • • , coOT_i be the mth roots of unity and let %r be 
the character of 7Ti(P), which is given by %r(£) =cor. It follows from the 

30 In these examples the dimensionality of a chain is indicated by a subscript. 
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orthogonality relations, 
m - l 

Z XrttOXrttO = **" (i, J = 0, • • - , » - 1), 

that X = 0 if Xr(X) = 0 for every r = 0, • • • , w — 1, where X is in the 
group ring of 7Ti(P). But 

xoWrWSO} = « = l + *w = xo{i + **«(©}. 
Also ks^kU^t (m) and Xr{tf"m(£)} = 0 if r^O, whence 

, , cor — 1 cor —• 1 

Xr{<r*(É'M*9} = 
CO? ~ 1 CO/ - 1 

= Xr{l + **„(*)}, 

which proves (15.3). 
I t follows from (15.2) and (15.3), first with s = l, t = l and secondly 

with s = klp^p, t = lq, that 

vuai = vo-k(rj)bi = <Tk(%l)<n{Ç)ai 

= {1 + form(£) ) ah 

vua2 = v<rk(r)kv)b2 = <rh($hlp)<ri(¥q)<*2 

= {l + ham(&}02. 

Therefore vu — l=dô + ôd, where Sa0 = 0, ôai = ha2l ôa2 = 0, whence 
w ~ l . Similarly uv~l and it follows from Theorem 15 that u can 
be realized by a homotopy equivalence P—>Q. 

Our next example is of a 5-dimensional homotopy system, p = \pn} 
which has no geometrical realization. It is defined as follows. 

(a) pi has a single basis element x, 
(b) p2 has two basis elements, a2f b2 and da2 — x2

y db2=l, 
(c) pn (w = 3, 4, 5) has a single basis element, <zn, 
(d) daz=(t; — l)b2, J a 4 = ( f + l ) a 3 , ^#6 = (£—l)a4, where £ = #. 
Then dd = 0 since £2 = 1. We shall prove that p has no geometrical 

realization. 
We can realize the system (pi, • • • , p4, 0, • • • ) by the topological 

product (24 = P 2 X 5 2 , where P2^e°0UelKJe2
0 and S2 = e V « î are com

plexes covering a real projective plane and a 2-sphere respectively. As
sume that p has a realization i£0. Then Qz and XQ are two realizations 
of the system p3 = (pi, p2, p3, 0, • • • ). By Theorem 4 there is a map 
(j>:Kl~>Q3, which realizes the resultant, p(Kl)-*p(Qz), of given iso
morphisms p(Kl)—>p3 and p3—>p((?3). Let i£ be the complex formed 
by identifying each point ^>G^o w ^ h 4>P€zQz- Then i£3 = Q3 and the 
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ma.p\l/:Ko—>K, which is given by \{/\Kl=<l>,\l/\ Ko —Kl = l, obviously 
induces an isomorphism p(Ko)—>p(K). Therefore K is another realiza
tion of p. Let us take p=p(K). It is easily verified that any basis for 
pn (n = 4, 5) must consist of a single element, which is of the form 
±£r#w (r = 0 or 1). Therefore K has but a single w-cell, en. Let an be 
represented by a characteristic map for en. We assume, as we obvi
ously may, that a2, b2, a3 are represented by characteristic maps for 
cells in Qz. Since (£ — l)ai = da$=jl3az, where7, /? mean the same as in 
§5, and since 187 = 0 we have 

(15.4) a — 1)0*4 = /3(g — l)a4 - 0. 

I t follows from the condition (b) that d^'1(l), in P2, is a free Abelian 
group, which is freely generated by (£ — I K 62, ££2. Moreover J:TT2(Q2) 
—»P2 is an isomorphism onto ^2_1(1) and we identify each aÇzir^Q2) 
with jaGp2. Let P 2 be a universal covering complex of P 2 . Then 
(54 = P 2 XS 2 , with a base point, ë° = (ë%, e?) covering (^, 0?), is a uni
versal covering complex of Q4. We have 

where r(£) means the same as in §12 and Sl= P2X£?, S? = êj X S2 and 
Si and r(£)6i are attached to S% at the points e° and r(£)£0. The ele
ments (£ — l)a2, &2, £&2 are represented by homomorphisms 

W3 -> So, X : a / 3 -> Si , T ( { )X : dl* -> T(É)SÎ, 

projected into Q2 by the covering map p : (54—»Q4. Let 7 be a generator 
of 7r3(dl3) and, if aG7r2(X), where X is any space, let a-y^ir^X) be 
the element respresented by the resultant of a map 3/4—>3/3, repre
senting 7, followed by a map dP—>X, representing a. Then it follows 
from an easy extension of Theorem 2 in [2], applied to Q2 and trans
ferred to Q2 by means of p: QA—>Q*, that 7r3(Q

2) is a free Abelian group, 
which is freely generated by 

u = (&2 - 02)-7> » = #2-7 , (£*2)-7» 

together with 

[(£ - I K 62], [(£ - I K #2], [*2, #2], 

where [a, 6] means the same as a-& in [2]. Obviously %(a-y) = (£a) -7. 
Also31 ( — 5)-7 = 5-7 if â£7r2(So). Therefore 

£# = (a 2 — £#2) • 7 = (£#2 — #2) • 7 = u. 

31 See Theorem l i b ' on p. 639 of [16]. 
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Let i denote both injection homomorphisms i:Trn(Q
2) —>7r„(Q3) 

(w = 2, 3). Since j2 = l we have 

pas = daz = (£ — l)ô2. 

Therefore i£&2 = *2, i%v = (i£è2) 7 = iv and 

i[a, £#2] = [ia, i%bi\ = [itf, îô2] = i[at 62], 

for any a£7r2(<22). Also a calculation of the Hopf invariant shows that 
[&2, £2]= ±2z/. Therefore i7r3((?

2) is generated by #, £, w, where 

ü — iu, v = iv, w = iw, w = [(£ — 1)#2, £2]. 

Notice that £# = ityt = w, £# = v. 
Let &4£p4((?4) be the element which is represented by a character

istic map for e^Xel, in the sense class which makes d&4 = da4 = (£ + l)#3. 
L e t e ' 2 = P 2 - 4 Then 

c'2 s-0 v ; '2 n ' 4 e'2 \ / c2 

are complexes of which P2 , (54 are sub-divisions. Let al<, b{ CpziQ'2) 
bi GP4(Q'4) be the elements represented by characteristic maps for 
e'2Xe?, e%Xel and e'2Xe2

v Then it follows from the definition of [a, 6] 
that (ibi = ± [#2% W ]. Also the homomorphism PCQ'^—^PCQ4), which 
is induced by the identical map Ö'4—»(54, followed by p:(54—»Q4, car
ries ois bi>, bi into ± ( f - l ) a 2 , ±&2, ±($ —1)&4. Therefore /3($-l)64 

= ±zë). 
I say that $ is not of finite order. For 

T4(Q4) « TT4(S'2) + ir4(S
2), 

whence 7r4(Q
4) is of order 4. Since PA(QA) is a free Abelian group it fol

lows that j7r4(Q
4) = 0 . Therefore it follows from the exactness of the 

sequence 

7r4 (Ö4 )^P4(Ö4 )^7T3(Q3 ) 

that ]8 is an isomorphism into 7r3(()
3). Since (£ — l)ô4 is not of finite 

order neither is w. 
We now contradict (15.4). Since j(fia\—fib/ù =da^ — de4 = 0 it fol

lows that j3^4—j8è4G^V3(Ö
2). Therefore 

j(ta4 = jöJ4 + lü + mv + nw 

= /Ö&4 + lü + mv ± w/î(£ - l ) i4 

= {1 ± »tt - 1)}/5*4 + W + w», 

where /, tn, n are integers. Since £2 = 1 we have (^ —1)2== 2(£ — l) and 
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( { - l ) { l ± n « - 1)} = ( 1 ± 2 » ) ( É - 1). 

Also ( £ - l ) t f = (£-1)0 = 0. Therefore 

« - 1)/J04 = (1 ± 2»)({ - 1)004 = (1 ± 2n)w 7* 0. 

Therefore it is absurd to suppose that p has a geometrical realization. 
The above argument serves as an example of the use of the groups 

irn(K
n) and j " " 1 ^ ) =iTrn(K

n-1), which is discussed in §17 below. 

16. Note on pn(K). Let p~p(K), where K is a given complex. 
According to (D) in §5 of (I) any compact sub-set of K is contained 
in a finite sub-complex of K. Therefore the fact that pn is a free j5i-
module if n>2 follows from arguments on p. 417 of [2], restated in 
terms of relative homotopy groups. Alternatively one may prove the 
result for Hn(K

n> K7*-1), using the Eilenberg-Steenrod "excision" 
Theorem, where Ê is a universal covering complex of K. 

We now show how the arguments on pp. 422-425 of [2] can be 
used to prove that P2 is a free crossed (pi, d2)-module. More generally 
let 

X = X 0 U {*} 

where the cells {̂ x} are attached to X0 as in [2]. We allow this set of 
cells to be infinite provided X is a Hausdorff space such that 

(a) Xo is an arcwise connected, closed sub-set of X, and 
(b) YQX is closed if YC\Xo and all the sets YC\e\ are closed. 
Let this be so. Then it follows from the proof of (D) in §5 of (I) 

that any compact sub-set of X lies in the union of X0 and a finite sub
set of the cells {el}. 

Let p2 = 7T2(-X", Xo), pi-Ti(Xo), with a common base point #o£Xo, 
and let d:p2—>pi be the boundary homomorphism. Let a{ £p2 be the 
element which is defined by a characteristic map32 for el, joined to XQ 
by a path in Xo» We define a free crossed (pi, </>)-module K ( — hT1in 
[2]), with a basis, {ax}, and with <j>a\ — da{. I t follows from Lemma 
2, in §2 above, that the correspondence a\—*a{ determines an 
operator homomorphism, d'.K—>p2, such that <j> = dd. Obviously 0 is 
onto p2 and we shall prove that it is an isomorphism. 

Let OxOx be a 2-simplex. Then we may absorb the closure of 
el—ox into X0l for each X. In order to simplify the notation we start 
again with el = al — dal and OxOx2, where e'l is a 2-cell, which is an 
open sub-set of X. Let p\ be a vertex of al- Any element of P2 may be 

32 I.e. a map, $:(P, dP)->(X^Je\f X0), such that $\P-dP is a homeomorphism 
onto e\. 
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represented by a map, 

fi{I\dI\P)-+{X,X*x*\ 

which is normal in the following sense. The closure of f~le\ is a (finite) 
set of rectilinear simplexes, <r?x> clx, * * * C7 2 —572, such that each 
f\(T2i\ is a barycentric map on o^. Let {sa} be a set of polygonal seg
ments in 72, which join 7° to the vertices pa =/ - 1^xn^?x and do not 
meet each other or the simplexes <j2

j(iJ except in the end points 7°, 
pi\. For reasons given on p. 422 of [2], a normal map, ƒ, together 
with such a set {sa\, determines a unique element, ^/Efe*-, such that 
0\pfE:P2 is represented b y / . Moreover, given aÇJtr, there is a normal 
map, fa' 72—»X, such that a=\f/fa. 

Let a£0 - 1 (O) and let fa:P-*X be a normal map such that a=\[/fa. 
Let Ad = p*P be the join of 72 with a new point £* and let E2 = p*dP 
QdAz. Since ƒ„ represents 0& = O it may be extended to a map 

/ : ( ^ £ 2 ) - ~ > ( X , X 0 ) . 

We assume that /~Vx, for each X, is a simplicial complex, which is 
mapped by ƒ simplicially on <x\. Then 

is a polygonal linkage, where ^xG^x- We assume that the vertices of 
L are in general position, relative to the projection of L from p* on 
72. Finally we assume that the segment p*P is mapped by ƒ on xo. 
All these assumptions can be justified by geometrical arguments of 
standard type. 

Let G = TTI(AZ-~L) with p* as base point. Then we define the 
homomorphism FiG—^K as on pp. 423, 424 of [2]. Let g £ G be the 
element which is represented by <372, joined to p* by the segment p*P. 
Assume that a = Fg. Since dP = dE2 and E2CAZ-L it follows that 
g = l, whence a = 0. Therefore 6 is an isomorphism. The proof that 
Fg=\f/fa = a is the final stage in the proof of Theorem 4 in [2]. 

17. The groups Tn(K
n). The methods and results in this paper can 

be carried further, in certain special cases at least, by introducing 
the system of groups, an{K) =irn(K

n)t associated with a given com
plex K. We then have the combined system (p, a) = {pw, an\1 where 
pn—Pn(K), an=an(K) (pi = cei), with the homomorphisms 

£ ƒ 
Pn+l ~ > OCn —* Pn> 

We define a homomorphism, (ƒ, g) : (p, a)—>(p', a ' ) , into another such 
system, as a family of operator homomorphisms, fn'pn—*pn , gn'ctn 
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- * * » , a s s o c i a t e d With jfi, SUch t h a t jngn=frjn, gnfin+l = Pt+ifn+l. 

We define two such homomorphisms, (ƒ, g) and (ƒ*, g*), as equivalent, 
and write (ƒ, g )~( /* , g*), if, and only if, there is a deformation oper
ator, %:p—>p', associated wi th / i , and an element W'ÇLOLI, such that 

(a) W'fn - ƒ» = rf»+lfn+l + f n i » 
(17.1) 

(b) wran — an = jSw+i|»+iy„. 

It is easily verified that a (cellular) map, K-^Kf in a complex L, 
induces a homomorphism (p, a)—>(p', a ' ) , where p' —p(K'), a' = a(K'). 
Let (f)t:K—>L be a (cellular) homotopy, such that ^>ô 0=</>î 0 = ^ ,°, 
where £°£i£0 , e ' 0 £ i£ ' 0 are the base points. Let w'Çiai be the ele
ment which is represented by the map 0:7—>i£'\ where 6{t) —cfrte0. 
Let %'*p—>p' be the deformation operator, which is determined by <£*. 
That is to say, if aÇiPn is represented by 

(17.2) X:(J», dln, 1°) -» (K*, Kn~\ e°), 

then £a£pn+i is represented by /z:/n+1—*K', where 

(17.3) M(/, tu • • • ,*») = <M('i, • • • ,*»)• 

Let (ƒ, g) and (ƒ*, g*) in (17.1) be the homomorphisms induced by 
<£o, <f>v Then (16.1a) may be verified directly, or deduced from the 
proof of Theorem 13 in §13, and the concluding remarks in §10. Let 
\(dln) =e° in (17.2), and let X be interpreted as a map representing a 
given element 5 £ a n . Then /x, given by (17.3), represents %n+ijnb and 
(17.1b) follows without difficulty from (12.1) and the fact that 
M(/Xôlw)=0(/). 

The value of this scheme is restricted by the fact that, in general, 
we know practically nothing about wn{Kn). But suppose that the 
groups «i, • • • , ak have been calculated, for some k>2. Then we 
can ignore the groups an for n>k and, in some cases, the results in 
§§6, 7 above can be improved with the help of the system 
(p, ax, • • • , ctk). For example, j n ' a » » ^ 1 ^ ) for w = l, • • • , m if K 
is a Jm-complex. In this case the groups «x, • • • , am do not give us 
anything new and the interest begins with am+i. Let K be a finite 
complex and let irn(K) = 0 for n = 1, • • • , m — 1. Further assume that 
Km+2 is a reduced complex, as defined in [7]. Then we can calculate33 

am+if and also cem+2 if rn*z 4. 
83 See §11 in [ó], Theorem 8 on p. 265 of [5], Lemma 4 on p. 418 of [2] and §12 

in [12]. 
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